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ABSTRACT
CUent Perceptions of Child 
Protective Serv ices
by
Jerr}' L. Rohleder
Dr. Frederick W. Preston, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Sociology 
Universit}' o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Inductive research methods are used to explore client perceptions o f Child Protective 
Services in Clark County, NV. Interviews w ith fifteen persons who had experiences w ith 
CPS are discussed. The small sample lim its the generalizability o f the results, but there 
are indications the type o f help offered or received is not always what a particular client 
perceives is needed, they are dissatisfied w ith the way they are treated, and they are not 
aware o f any mechanisms available to register disagreements. Many o f the clients express 
feelings o f alienation and anomie. Suggestions for improving this relationship include 
changes in reporting procedures, showing more concern for the entire fam ily and not just 
the child, not allowing officia ls to speak w ith a child before notifying the parents, and 
less secrecy. The use o f an outside person, or ombudsman, to inform ally mediate 
disagreements is also suggested for improving communications between clients and CPS 
workers.
Ill
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PREFACE
A b rie f account o f my experience w ith C hild Protective Services (CPS) may help 
explain my bias, which is evident in  this study, even though I attempted to be as objective 
as possible. It may also explain my firs t inclination to do a study entitled "C hild 
Protective Services - The Gestapo Branch o f Government."
Late one night I  came home from  woik and found my w i& , Jeanne, sitting in  the dark 
living  room quietly crying. A fter a few minutes had passed, she fina lly  to ld me what was 
wrong. She and my daughter had taken our baby granddaughter for tests because the 
seizures she was having since being severely injured a &w months before seemed to be 
getting worse. The medication she was taking did not seem to be helping anymore. The 
doctor, the same person who had performed several operations on her, claimed there were 
signs o f a new injury. Jeanne was aùaid she would be arrested for child abuse. The baby 
was in  her care and she would be blamed, though she was certain nothing had happened. I  
had no idea how to react to this. We have been married since 1964 and I know how 
carefully she handles children. Also, I  don't th ink there is anyone who could be more 
disgusted w ith those who mistreat children.
Our experience w ith CPS began about ten months previously. Our three-month-old 
granddaughter was severely brain damaged when her father accidently dropped her as he 
was setting her down. He said he was distracted by his other, three years old, daughter 
who was jumping around on the couch at the tim e. He was home alone w ith the children
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at the time and there were no witnesses. However, I do know he is a good father who 
cares about his children and would not harm them in  any way. They bad hved w ith us for 
a time and I know he was totally involved w ith  them. He fed and bathed them, changed 
their diapers, and played w ith them constantly.
We hadn't even begun to at̂ ust to this tragedy when he was arrested and crim inally 
charged w ith child abuse and endangeiment. Jeanne and I were given custody o f the 
children, but it  was quite some time before the baby was released from the hospital. The 
case worker came to our home to do an inspection and talked to us in  a manner that was 
very insulting. I  don't know how she th o u ^ t we had been able to raise two children 
without her expert advice. She then told us that we should be aware our son-in-law was 
going to prison. I  asked her what that comment had to do w ith the reason she had come 
into our home and i f  someone had appointed her judge and jury. That was the last time 
she, or anyone else 6om CPS, talked to me. D uring her next visits she directed her 
comments to Jeanne, and I became known in  her report as the interfering grandfather.
For some reason, vstich was never explained, my daughter had to plead gu ilty to 
negligence, even though she had been at work at the time. She was to ld  this was 
necessary in  order to begin the process o f regaining custody o f the children.
The next few months were Glled w ith visits to the hospital and doctor's o@ice, 
meeting w ith the attorneys we had hired fo r our daughter and son-in-law, and waiting 
outside the courtroom when they had to appear before a judge. They were both required 
to get counseling and anger management, as w ell as attend parenting classes. During this 
time there was no one W io would ta lk to Jeanne and me about what was going on and we
VI
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were definitely not allowed in  the courtroom. Everything was done in  secrecy and we fe lt 
we were treated as complete outsiders rather than as part o f the fam ily.
We tried to see the situation from the point o f view o f the authorities, but it was 
d ifficu lt to understand why they treated us as they did. I pictured CPS as a mediaeval 
knight, hiding behind his metal armor and charging us on a huge white stallion. He was 
coming to save our gmndchild from  danger, but not caring what, or who, he trampled on 
in  the process.
A fter Jeanne became afraid she would be accused o f abuse, we called some o f the 
people in  the neighborhood where we lived when our children were growing up. We 
asked them to w rite a short note stating what they thought o f Jeanne and me as parents, 
have it  notarized, and send it  to our attorney. We received more than a dozen replies and 
w ill always treasure the comments that were made about us. We hoped it m ight help let 
someone here know a little  about us as parents; after a ll, we were strangers in  a large, 
growing city. It must have had some effect, because our integrity was not questioned 
again
This experience convinced me there must be ways the whole process o f investigating 
and resolving incidents o f child neglect and abuse could be improved. It is d ifficu lt to 
determine exactly what needs to be done because it  is a complex problem. However, 
more open communication w ith the entire fam ily and not just the parents involved would 
be a beginning. The intention o f this study is to begin to explore the thoughts o f others 
who have been involved w ith CPS. The goal is to identify areas o f agreement and 
disagreement in  order to consider possible changes in  actions and procedures that could 
improve the relationship between the clients and CPS, possibly resulting in  more
v ii
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complete and peimanent resolution o f problems through better cooperation among those 
involved.
The entire & culty in  the Sociology Department at UNLV has contributed in more ways 
than it is possible to mention. A  special thank you to Dr. Frederick W. Preston, who 
served as my conunittee chairperson, and to committee members Dr. Kathryn Hausbeck 
and Dr. Lynn T. Osborne. Also, thank you to committee member Dr. Randall Shelden 
from the Crim inal Justice Department.
My most sincere thanks is reserved for my w ife, Jeanne, who has completely, without 
reservations, supported me in  my efforts to obtain an education.
v iu
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION
Why would the Nevada State legislature consider it  necessary to pass a b ill that 
"makes it  clear in  Nevada law that parents can spank their children" (Vogel 1999)? A t 
Grst it  seems quite amusing, as w ell as a waste o f valuable time, that lawmakers would 
even consider a b ill which gives legal sanction to  spanking a child. In  an undergraduate 
Marriage and Family class at the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas, an inform al show o f 
hands resulted in  29 o f 34 students agreeing spanking was a necessary part o f raising 
childrerr According to more form al academic studies, the percentage o f adults who 
believe it  is an essential practice in  child rearing rar^es from 83% (Graziano and 
Namaste 1990) to 90% (Straus et al. 1997) even though many experts in  the children's 
development Geld do not believe in  any form  o f corporal punishment, claim ing it  does 
more harm than good. Some go as far as stating it  should even be crim inalized as it  has 
been in  some Scandinavian countries (Finkelhor and Dziuba-Leatherman 1994). In our 
society it is normative behavior, a common and legitim ate G)rm o f discipline practiced by 
a m ajority o f parents. Most adults have internalized a be lie f in  the well-worn adage "spare 
the rod, spoil the c h ild " Even those o f us who are convinced other forms o f discipline are 
more beneGcial to a child 's development recognize the n ^ t  o f others to spank their 
children.
1
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The reason given by Senate m ^ority leader B ill Raggio fo r introduction o f the b ill in  
Nevada was that "too many kids thumb their nose at their parents and say i f  you touch me 
I  w ill call the police or I  w ill sue you" (Vogel 1999). However, I  believe an important 
meaning behind this action by our lawmakers is not a fear o f our children's actions, but 
fear o f the consequences o f accusations which can be initiated by anyone who happens to 
observe us striking a child. It makes a strong statement about the potential abuse o f power 
by the agencies we have assigned the task o f p-otecting our children &om mistreatment, 
while at the same time addressing the concern about the need for parents to be able to 
properly discipline their children due to the increasing rates o f problems our young 
people are having
Exactly v iia t the passing o f this b ill accomplished is d ifficu lt to determine because o f 
the ambiguous way in  which it  is w ritten into the statutes. I t  states that an investigation o f 
alleged child abuse or neglect by Child Protective Services is not warranted i f  the agency 
determines it  "was the result o f the reasonable exercise o f discipline by a parent or 
guardian o f the child involving the use o f corporal punishment, including, w ithout 
lim itation, spanking or paddling" (Nevada Revised Statutes 2000). However, immediately 
follow ing this, it  states that the agency must determine that the "corporal punishment so 
administered was not so excessive as to constitute abuse or neglect," meaning it did not 
result in  physical or mental injury. This gives parents the right to spank, but maintains the 
right o f government agencies to interpret each particular reported incident. The inherent 
ambiguities in  this statute, which on the surfiace seems to be legislation intended to c la ri^  
parents' rights, are an indicator o f the complex relationships between government 
agencies and fam ilies.
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In this study I  investigate the interpretation o f reported incidents o f child abuse or 
neglect by Child Protective Service (CPS) workers in  Cladc County, Nevada, 6om the 
point o f view o f the clients, an important dimension o f these relationships. The purpose is 
to id e n ti^  areas o f agreement and disagreement in  order to consider possible changes in  
actions and practices that could result in  more complete and permanent resolution o f 
problems through better cooperation o f those involved. Four questions are addressed: (1.) 
How do the clients perceive the nature o f help offered or received Gom CPS? (2.) How 
do they perceive their relationship w ith the workers? (3.) Is there an awareness o f 
mechanisms available to registo" disagreements w ith  the investigators or caseworkers?
(4.) Do the clients have any suggestions fo r change that may be valuable in improving this 
relationship?
A  need fo r this type o f study is indicated by the existence o f organizations w ith the 
purpose o f protecting diose accused o f child maltreatment Gom the power o f the ^encies 
assigned the task o f intervendon when children are judged to be in  danger. One o f the 
most prominent o f these organizations, recognizing several hundred chapters nationally, 
is Victim s o f Child Abuse Laws (VOCAL) based in  New York.
The goals o f this organizadon are sim ilar to those o f CPS, "to  see children protected 
Gom a ll forms o f abuse" (VOCAL 2000) and the preservadon o f the fam ily. However, 
they also include protecdng children Gom the abuse "being indicted upon them as a result 
o f so-called child protecdon % encies"(VOCAL 2000). They are concerned that the intent 
behind the child abuse laws is being disregarded and the present hysteria about child 
abuse is resulting in  the same type o f ignorance cotmected w ith the Salem W itch Hunts. 
Their concerns about the vagueness o f child abuse laws that can easily be misinterpreted
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include lack o f due process, an immediate presumption o f guilt, a disregard for 
constitutional and c iv il li^ ts , unethical investigative techniques, the abrupt and often 
unnecessary removal o f children, and the edects on 6m ilies under investigation. They 
have a lis t o f more than two dozen recommendations o f what to do and not to do fa r those 
who are accused o f child abuse (VOCAL 2000). We are very fortunate to live in  a society 
able to invest a large amount o f tim e and resources to ensure the saMy o f our children, 
but these expenditures have also resulted in  a need to form organizations to defend 
against a large system o f interrelated bureaucracies.
The Extent o f the Problem
There is no question child maltreatment is a serious problem in  our society, th o u ^  it 
is extremely d iffic u lt to determine the exact number o f incidents nationwide because o f 
the many dif&rences in  dehning what is being counted. Figures Gom a report published 
by the National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse in  1997 "estimated that CPS agencies 
received 3,195,000 reports o f child maltreatment" (Wang and Daro 1998). This estimate 
includes a ll types o f neglect and abuse, including both physical and psychological, 
indicating the overwhelming number o f occurrences needing investigation.
According to the annual rq xrrt Gom The Deparhnent o f Family and Youth Services, 
Child Protective Services (CPS) in  C lark County, Nevada received 35,156 telephone calls 
to the CPS Hotline in  1998 which resulted in  8,152 invesGgaGons. This represents a 33% 
increase in the number o f invesGgaGons Gom 1994 to 1998, due to the dramaGc 
populaGon increase. In  approximately 60% o f the cases the com plaint is determined to be 
unsubstanGated, but sGll reported because the in itia l screening indicated cause for
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concern (DFSY 1999). One trend that seems to require further explanadon is the number 
o f calls to  the CPS Hotline actually decreased &om 40,609 in  1994 to 35,156 in  1998, yet 
there was a substanGal increase in  investigaGons. This could possibly be an indicaGon o f 
changes in  the screening process.
CPS is one o f seven interrelated divisions o f the Department o f Family and Youth 
Services, "a unique and complex public service agency" (DFSY 1999), providing 
intervenGon services, guidance and conGol for children age 18 and under that are 
involved in  cases o f neglect, abuse, and delinquency. CPS is the division that "fWGls the 
sGitutoiy mandate to protect children Gom abuse and neglect w ithin their 6nnlies or in  
foster or insGtuGonal care"(DFSY 1999). The stated goals are to provide services to 
"strengthen famihes; to enable children to remain safe in  the home; to temporarily 
remove a child who is at imminent nsk; or to assure the child 's permanency in  a 
subsGtute 6 m ily  i f  the custodial 6 m ily  cannot be preserved w ithout serious risk to the 
ch ild" (DFSY 1999).
Every agency involved in  child protecGon has sim ilar goals and very few persons 
would find  fa u l^ w ith the idealisGc intent to keep children from  harm  However, a 
mountain o f conGoversial literature has developed around each wriGen phrase. There is 
deGintely not a lack o f experts on the subject. The discourse takes innumerable twists 
and turns, w ith disagreements about everything Gom deGniGons o f types o f malGeatment 
to the daily acGviGes o f the invesG^tors and case workers. There have been innumerable 
books and arGcles wriGen by persons Gom every Geld imaginable. The media seems to 
thrive on stones about the atrociGes comnntted against children as w ell as stones about 
caseworkers who are accused o f negligence because a child is senously injured or killed
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shortly after an investigaGon found nothing wrong. Added to this is the role o f the 
Crim inal JusGce System and Family Court structure, the inherent n g d ity  and limitaGons 
imposed by bureaucraGc organizaGons, and Gie extent o f cultural diversity in  our society.
A lth o u ^  most acGons by CPS are centered around the catch phrases "in  the best 
interests o f the child" and "fam ily preservaGon," there is wide disagreement about the 
ef&cGveness o f government agencies in  dealing wiGi the problems o f child maltreatment 
(I use this term to include both neglect and abuse). The various programs are seen by 
David G. G il as amelioraGve, rather than addressing the societal and insGtuGonal causes 
(G il 1979). Some o f them, such as foster care, may possibly do Gie children harm. It is 
argued that poverty, although only one o f the reasoiK fo r these problems, "has proved to 
be the ferGle soil that incubates and nourishes a variety o f social problems" (Elmer 1979). 
G il argues that we need to consider factors such as unemployment, bad housing, 
insuGGcient money, and inadequate food rather than create more programs speciGc to 
child malGeatment Others argue Gom the perspecGve o f "psycho dynamic theones (i.e. 
the medical model o f disease, treatment, and cure)" (Pelton 1981). Add these arguments 
to those from "other perspecGves such as the cultural (behavior out o f context), social 
psychological, and ecological (adaptaGon to the envnonment)" (G il 1979) and it  is not 
surprising there is wide disagreement about the proper role o f government in  child 
protecGon.
In  this study I  explore the thoughts and feelings o f the persons on the receiving end o f 
the acGons taken by the various experts. How do they perceive the help they are offered, 
the counseling, and the parenting classes? W hat are then thoughts about the relaGonship 
they have w ith the invesGgators or caseworkers? Are they aware o f anything they may do
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when ±ey have disagreements w ith the authorises? Perhaps valuable insights about 
preventing child maltreatment can be gained by considering changes they suggest.
In chapter two I  review the existing literature about previous research on the clients' 
point o f view  and discuss some o f the problems w ith  these studies. In chapter three I 
explain the methodology o f this study and how it  differs Gom previous research. In 
chapter four I discuss the answers received from  clients o f CPS about my four main 
questions. In  chapter Gve I  summerize the answers to my questions and suggest what 
further studies may be needed.
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CHAPTER]
LITERATURE REVIEW
Although there have been numerous studies o f child malGeatment and interventions by 
Child ProtecGve Services, only four invesGgaGons o f the clients' point o f view  could be 
found ( Magura and Moses 1984; Bath and Haapala 1993; H all et al. 1997; Hensley, and 
Fuqua 1997; Costello 1999). These research projects su ^s te d  three o f the quesGons I 
address in  this study. How do cheats o f CPS perceive the nature o f help offered or 
received Gom CPS? How do they perceive then relaGonship w ith the workers? Is there an 
awareness o f mechanisms available to register disagreements w ith the invesGgators or 
caseworkers? I  could not find  a study that asked my fourth quesGon. Do the cheats have 
any suggesGons for change that may be valuable in  improving then relaGonship w ith 
CPS?
Steven Magura and Beth S. Moses conducted a study in  an aGempt to gain insight into 
cheat perspecGves and to "identify areas o f successGil and problemaGc collaboraGon w ith 
protecGve services" ( Magura and Moses 1984). They asked how the clients evaluated the 
success o f the various programs and compared this to the evaluaGons made by the 
caseworkers. They also asked the clients about then saGsfacGon and dissaGsfacGon w ith 
then caseworkers and the agency.
Their study was designed around the use o f a standardized "Parent Outcome
8
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Interview" developed in 1979 by the Child W elfare League o f America (CWLA) (Magura 
zmd Moses 1984). Used as the core o f this study, it  asked the clients to rate changes in 
problems such as disciplining their children, liv in g  condiGons, and parental coping, using 
a standard Lickert scale indicating whether they were: A  lo t better, A  litGe better. About 
the same, A  liG le worse, A lo t worse, or No problem then or now. Their sample 
consisted o f250 fam ilies who had been supervised Gom Gve to six months by agencies in  
Texas, Minnesota, and Flonda. Only 35% o f the eligible fam ilies volunteered to be 
interviewed, but non response bias was tested by using an independent outcome measure 
for those who were not interviewed, obtained Gom caseworkers.
They stated that "no staGsGcally signiGcant differences were found" (Magura and 
Moses 1984), which indicates casewoikers judged the perceived outcomes, w ithin the 
eleven speciGc areas o f concern fo r child w ell being asked about, much the same as the 
clients. The authors concluded that the child protecGve services studied "seemed 
moderately successful across a wide rar^e o f content areas" (Nkigura and Moses 1984) 
including parental improvement in  disciplirung and siq)ervising then children, in  then 
Gving condiGons and financial situaGon, and in  then abdiGes to care fo r Gien children 
both physically and emoGonally. Improvement was also reported in  the children's 
conduct and ab ility to adjust to problems in  school. These conclusions were supported by 
the results o f the Parental Outcome Interview , but were somewhat contradicted by the one 
area in  which substanGal improvement was not reported: that o f parental ab ility to cope 
w ith a vanety o f difGculGes such as physical, mental and emotional health, social 
supports, employment, legal involvements and m arital or relaGonship problems.
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Parents reported an average o f three problems each remaining in  this area and were 
most typically reGrred to mental health services or received addiGonal counseling or 
advice Gom caseworkers. When clients were asked about these coping problems, about 
one thnd "attributed the cause to insuGBcient income or Gnancial difGculGes - the 
conGnued inability to aGbrd the necessiGes o f life"(M agura and Moses 1984). Perhaps it 
is due to the lack o f srAstanGal resources available to these agencies, but the cGents 
repeatedly tesGGed to the deletenous inGuence o f material depnvaGon on their children 
and, more indirecGy, to the stress this put on the parents, resulting in  increased anxiety 
and de^nession.
When the clients were asked about their saGsfacGon and dissaGsfacGon w ith their 
caseworkers and the agency, "one quarter o f the clients reported disputing an important 
fact or interpretaGon o f fact w ith the agency" (Magura and Moses 1984) o f which 42% 
disagreed w ith the alleged physical abuse or neglect. In addiGon 60% o f the total sample 
had at least one important cnGcism o f the %ency, mainly that they disagreed w ith the 
caseworker's ideas about how to handle ^oblem s and they disliked the caseworker's 
atGtude. This brought up the signiGcant issue o f available mecharnsms to deal w ith 
disaGecGon and resentment, w ith the authors suggesting use o f the worker's supervisor or 
an outside ombudsman to inform ally mediate disagreements. However, the details o f 
these disputes and disagreements were not discussed, perhaps because not probed by the 
interviewers, thus missing an opportrmity to invesGgate the clients' point o f view more 
completely. Also, no one asked the clients what they thought could be changed in  order to 
improve then relaGonship w ith the workers.
10
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The second study was done by Helen WineGeld and Jillian  Barlow in  1995. In an 
attempt to idenG^ the important Gctors in  preventing further maltreatment o f children, 
they asked clients o f a mulG-disciplinary C hild ProtecGve Service how they feel about the 
acGons aiKl attitudes o f the workers toward them (WineGeld and Barlow 1995). They 
used a written sheet o f quesGons requinng short answers that focused on the nature and 
sGength o f worker-client relaGonships as w ell as bnef interviews w ith the clients.
It was found that what parents at higb nsk o f child malGeatment "valued most about 
the program was the reducGon in  their exGeme social isolaGon rather than the teaching 
about how to become a better parent" (W ineGeld and Barlow 1995). The key to the 
outcome was their relaGonship w ith the caseworker, indicating the importance o f how 
clients feel about the acGons and atGtudes o f the workers toward them. It was concluded 
that one o f the prime condiGons for preventing further malGeatment is that parents trust 
the workers and feel valued and cared for, indicating that "emoGonal support builds a 
helping relaGonship w ithin which the therapeuGc change in  behavior can be moGvated" 
(WineGeld and Barlow 1995).
The third research project was designed w ith  the purpose o f studying the "interacGons 
in  a triad" and "parental fimcGoning, as reported by caseworkers and parents" (H all et al, 
1997). The ecological method, which focuses on individuals as they relate to their 
environment, interacGons, and relaGonships, rather than on individual charactensGcs, was 
used. Caseworkers' percepGon o f mothers, the mothers' percepGon o f then own parental 
funcGoning, and the preschoolers' se lf esteem and cogruGve fimcGoning was examined A  
convenient sample o f eighteen mother-child dyads and their caseworkers was measured, 
using research instruments designed to measure various aspects o f relaGonships.
11
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The authors found a high posiGve conelaGon between self appraisals by mothers and 
the raGngs o f parenting abiliGes by caseworkers, sim ilar to the agreement found by 
Magura and Moses. They also concluded that there is agreement in  judgements about 
cooperaGveness and the sense o f responsibility as it  related to perceived improvements. 
These results may be important in  the evaluadon o f the various programs, but this study 
neglects the aspect o f areas o f disagreement in  this relaGonship.
Some indicaGons o f clients' percepGons in  Nevada can be obtained Gom the results 
o f a customer saGsfacGon survey conducted in  Gve districts by the organizaGon AcGon for 
Child ProtecGon as part o f a larger stur^ entitled "Nevada DiGerenGal Response System" 
which hasn't been completed yet (Costello 1999). The number o f surveys mailed is 
unknown, but there were only twenty-seven responses to the survey in  the entire state. It 
consisted o f twenty-four statements designed to be answered on a Gve-point scale Gom 
"sGongly agree" to "sGongly disagree." The intenGons o f each individual quesGon are not 
clear and w ill have to w ait for interpretaGon Gom the organizaGon doing the study. 
However, responses to certain groups o f quesGons suggest how clients perceive three o f 
my areas o f concern: the nature o f help offered or received, their relaGonship w ith the 
workers, and their awareness o f mechanisms available to register disagreements.
The responses to the statements pertaining to the degree and nature o f help received 
were mixed, averaging in  the middle o f the Gve point scale, leaving unanswered the 
quesGon o f vbether or not the clients believed they were better able to deal w ith parental 
problems or i f  they th o u ^ t the help received adequately addressed then needs. The 
statements receiving w idely varying responses contained such items as "our fam ily is 
beGer able to solve problems," "we are better parents," "we get along beGer," and "we are
12
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better able to cope w ith stress." It would be valuable to understand the reasoning behind 
each o f these responses in  order to gain in s is t about the success or failure o f the 
programs oflered (Table 1).
The statements receiving the most agreement were those containing communicaGon 
Gom the worker about the parGcular case. C lients agreed that the worker explained what 
the concerns were, vhat was happening in  the ir case, and what was expected o f them. 
They also agreed the worker understood the fam ily 's problems and what had to be worked 
on. This suggests a percepGon o f professional competency, but leaves it  unclear whether 
or not the clients fe lt they were valued and cared fo r, trusted, or received emoGonal 
support, the indicators o f a helping relaGonship WineGeld and Barlow found important in  
gaiinng posiGve results.
Table 1 Summary o f Results Gom 1999 Nevada Customer SaGsfacGon Survev
Type o f Statements:__________________________________________Average Score:
Five statements about the degree and nature o f help offered or received. 2.97
Four statements about clarity o f explanaGons Gom the worker concerning
what was happening in  the case and what was expected o f the client. 2.18
Two statements about knowing ways to express legiGmate disagreements
w ith the workers.________________________________________________ ._____3.55
Source: Action fo r Child ProtecGon. 800 Calle Amor, SE Albuquerque, NM, 87123.
Note: The survey used a Gve point Lickert scale w ith possible responses o f sGongly
agree = 1, agree = 2, not sure = 3, disagree = 4, and sGongly disagree = 5. The averages
are based on twenty-seven responses.
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The greatest amount o f disagreement was in  response to the statements " I was told 
about ways that I  could complain about my contact w ith  my woiker i f  I  was dissatisGed" 
and "Even i f  my fam ily did not ^ te e  w ith the problem idenGGed by the worker, my 
fam ily understood the reason fo r acGons taken." This points to a possibility clients fe lt 
there was no way to express their disagreements w ith the workers. I f  there are 
mechanisms in  place fo r this purpose, they possibly were not explained to them in  an 
understandable manner.
Comments from the respondents were not required but, o f those made, only one was 
Gom a client who was completely saGsGed w ith  both the worker and the services 
received. Many others were a denial there was a problem in  the Grst place, that any 
services were needed, or that the suggesGons made by workers had already been tried.
One respondent addressed the lack o f needed Gnancial aid, saying it  should be based not 
on income, but on necessary expenditures. Others made negaGve statements about the 
workers atGtude toward them and the inconsiderateness o f missing or changing 
appointments w ithout noGce. Regardless o f the quanGtaGve results and analysis o f this 
survey, these comments indicate a need fo r deeper probing o f the clients' percepGons o f 
child protecGve services.
The connecGon to financial needs is one o f the most recurrent themes throughout the 
literature on child maltreatment. In  a study involving 530 fam ilies, designed to assess 
group differences w ith in the two categories o f child maltreatment, abuse and neglect, 
Howard Bath and David Haapala found that "the median fam ily income level for the 
physical abuse groups was $10,000 -15,000 w hile it  was $5,000 to $10,000 fo r the neglect 
groups" (Bath and Haapala 1993). This study was not about client percepGons, but it  is
14
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important because o f the relaGvely large number o f fam ilies involved and the low  median 
income fo r both groups, supporting the statements Gom the clients who reported 
problems remaining in  the area o f parental coping in  Magura and Moses' study and "the 
well-documented poverty connecGon" ( Pelton 1981), especially concerning neglect. It 
sGongly suggests further invesGgaGon o f the conelaGon between income level and child 
malGeatment is needed
In  1980, AlGed Kadushin stated that the available studies "suggest that agencies have 
achieved some modest success" (Kadushin 1980), but these claims had been made w ith 
lim ited substanGaGng detail. The infbrmaGon was taken Gom case records and case 
workers, not Gom the clients. The reason given fo r the apparent lack o f client 
perspecGves was that there is a "tendency to see the parents involved as less capable, 
arGculate, and objecGve than other human service recipients and to the considerable 
difGculGes gaining the conGdence o f these parents fo r research interviews" (Magura and 
Moses 1984).
The problems encountered when researching clients o f child protecGve services were 
addressed by E. M illin g  Kinard in  the arGcle "Methodological Issues and PracGcal 
Problems in  Conducting Research on MalGeated Children.'* Access to populaGons is 
extraordinarily difG cult due to conGdenGality laws and the Get that " if  maltreaGng 
fam ilies have experienced invesGgaGons o f malGeatment allegaGons, they may resent any 
further intrusions Gom outside sources" (K inard 1994). It is h i^ y  recommended to make 
decisions based on ways to protect the parGcipants rather than ways to make the study 
easier. Other researchers have also had problems sampling clients, Gnding they were
15
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unable to contact about one ha lf o f child protecGve service cGents that had closed cases 
and a large percentage o f the others refused to  parGcipate (WineGeld and Barlow 1995).
Each o f these G)ur studies had ;noblems obtaining a representaGve sample because o f 
these reasons. More research is needed in  order to  increase the valid ity o f our conclusions 
and improve relaGonships w ith those accused o f child malGeatment which could lead to 
posiGve improvements in  present policies and perhaps help prevent recurrence o f 
incidents that endanger children. Also, each o f the existing studies was designed to 
measure client percepGons quanGtaGvely in order to evaluate exisGng programs.
Although some bnef interviews were done, there is a lack o f in-depth, qualitaGve 
interviews that could give us insight into the problem o f child maltreatment 
The existing Gterature thus suggests the three important areas requiring further 
exploraGon in  studying client percepGons o f a parGcular child protecGve agency. They are 
the nature o f help offered or received, the percepGons o f the relaGonships w ith the 
workers, and an awareness o f mechanisms available to register disagreements w ith the 
invesGgators or caseworkers. PosiGve responses in  these areas seem to be the most 
conducive to obtaining the goals o f preserving the fam ilies and prevenGng further 
malGeatment o f the children. I  have added a fourth quesGon that seems to be tota lly 
ignored in  the existing Gterature. Do the clients have any suggesGons fo r change that may 
be valuable in  improving their relaGonship w ith  CPS?
In chapter one I  idenGGed the need to further explore the thoughts and feelings o f the 
persons on the receiving end o f the acGons taken by the vanous experts. In this chapter I 
have reviewed the exisGng studies Gom the clients' perspective. In  chapter three I  explain 
the methodology o f this study and the sampling procedure. In  chapter four I discuss the
16
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answers received from clients o f CPS about my four main questions. In  chapter five I 
summerize the answers to my questions and suggest what further studies may be needed.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTERS
METHODOLOGY
I used semi-structured interviews in  order to  probe the perceptions o f individuals who 
have had experiences w ith CPS in  Clark County, Nevada. The reason I used this method 
was that I  wanted to ask the questions suggested by the existing literature, yet leave them 
open ended to allow  the clients to explain the ir answers, relate their experiences, and te ll 
their story in  their own way. Each o f the studies I  reviewed in  chapter two concentrated 
on doing quantitative measurements and did not probe the meanings behind the answers 
given. Quantitative data obtained bom the use o f surveys is valuable because it  gives us 
specific indicators o f behavior and opinions. Surveys have "proven to be very useful fo r 
research questions about self-reported be liek and behaviors" (Neuman 1997). However, 
survey questions do not explore subjective meanings behind the answers given and may 
miss some questions important to understanding the view point o f the clients.
Especially bothersome are the results &pm part o f the research done by Magura and 
Moses. They found that "one quarter o f the clients reported disputing an important 6 c t or 
interpretation o f fact w ith the agency"(Magura and Moses 1948) o f which 42% disagreed 
w ith the alleged physical abuse or neglect. In  addition, 60% o f the total sample had at 
least one important criticism  o f the agency, m ainly that they disagreed w ith the 
caseworker's ideas about how to handle problems and they disliked the 
caseworker's attitude. More specific inform ation about the disagreements clients have
18
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about how they were treated and how their case was handled could lead to positive 
changes in  policies.
I developed interview guidelines and discovery questions (Appendix A) related to my 
four key research questions in  order to in itia te conversation and to encourage the clients 
to ta lk freely about their experiences. First, in  order to answer my question about how 
they perceive the nature o f help offered or received from  CPS, I asked them to relate the 
circumstances o f their experience. I asked how the incident was referred to CPS and what 
was their reaction to the charges? D id they feel the investigation was justified? D id they 
agree w ith the assessment o f the issues or problems? What services or programs were 
proposed or required? D id they help? Was financial or other aid offered? Was it  sufficient 
or was something missing? I  also inquired i f  the incident created stress among fam ily 
members. These open-ended questions helped in itia te  conversation and get the clients to 
stay on the topic o f the ways in  CPS helped them w ith A e ir problems.
Secondly, to find out how they perceive the relationship w ith the workers I  asked the 
clients i f  they were treated w ith  respect and d id  they & el valued and cared for? D id the 
caseworker explain clearly what was expected o f them? D id they listen to your side? Was 
someone you could trust available to answer your questions? In what ways were you 
helped by your caseworker? I encouraged them to ta lk  about the nature o f disagreements 
they had w ith the workers and whether or not they & lt their opinions mattered.
In  order to probe the clients' answers to my th ird  question about an a\mreness o f 
mechanisms available to register disagreements w ith  the investigators or caseworkers, I 
asked their kelings about the experience they bad w ith  CPS and their interactions w ith 
the police, the courts, the counselors, and others who were involved in  their case. I asked
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them i f  they fe lt the power and resources o f the agency was beyond their influence or i f  
they had access to resources or mechanisms which proved helpful and knew what had to 
be done. I also asked them i f  they were able to  discuss their problems w ith  fam ily 
members or hiends. I f  children were removed from  their home, I  asked i f  they 61t it  was 
justified and i f  alternatives were completely explored. What d ifficu lties were encountered 
in  having the children returned? These questions were asked to enable me to relate their 
answers to the sociological concepts o f alienation and anomie.
Ronald W. Smith and Frederick W. Preston discuss the numerous human experiences 
the term alienation refers to in terms o f the 6ve meanings o f alienation given by 
sociologist M elvin Seeman, %bich are "powerlessness, meaninglessness, normlessness, 
isolation, and self-estrangement" (Sm ith and Preston 1977). I f  clients are not aware o f 
ways in  which to register disagreements it  is possible they may feel various forms o f this 
"subjective alienation" (Smith and Preston 1977) simultaneously. They may feel 
powerless to do anything to change the ir situation and feel as i f  they are alone, isolated 
hom others because o f die stigma attached to those accused o f child maltreatment and the 
problems w ith se lf esteem and social identity caused by "the attitudes o f those who are 
aware o f the situation" (GofBnan 1963). However, he may be describing "objective 
alienation" as K arl Marx did in  referring "not just to individual subjective reactions but 
also to dehumanizing events and conditions o f society" (Smith and Preston 1977). Max 
Horkheimer adds insight to the development o f these feelings o f alienation by discussing 
how critica l theory aims to show how human history produced social institutions and 
practices that confront people as beyond the ir scope o f action (Horkheimer 1982).
20
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The concept o f anomie can be described as "a  situation in  which social norms either 
do not exist or have become ine fkctive" (Farley 1994). This is close to the debnition o f 
alienation as normlessness discussed by Smith and Preston. The difference seems to be 
one o f degree. They describe persons facing an absence o f rules making d ie ir own rules 
o f behavior to achieve goals. A person experiencing anomie simply does not know how to 
act, the normal rules o f behavior have broken down and there is nothing to replace them. 
Persons experiencing the power and control o f the bureaucratic organizations which are 
supported by law could easily find they don't know how to react. Their perceptions o f 
what are normal rules o f behavior could become confused or completely inoperative.
They may find  themselves in  complete disagreement w ith something and have absolutely 
no idea what to do about i t
In the extreme, a profoundly disturbing type o f anomie in  which nothing makes sense 
could result &om what John Heritage re&rs to as a failure o f the methods fo r the 
"production o f cognitive order" (Turner 1996). He refers to Harold G arfinkle's breaching 
experiments to explain what he means by cognitive order. Garhnkle demonstrated the 
presence o f procedures for the accomplishment o f interaction by violating, or 
"breaching", seemingly commonplace practices. "Seemingly triv ia l moves provoked 
displays o f confusion, frustration, and suspicion o f hidden motives &om his subjects" 
(Turner 1996). Normal practices produce in te llig ib le  features o f social organization, an 
order in  events that actors take fo r granted in  the ir everyday lives. The intense reactions 
G arfinkle's experiments produced "suggest how deeply committed actors are to 
procedures which, ordinarily, they never notice at a ll" (Turner 1996). It is possible a
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client could experience this extreme form o f anomie when faced w ith the demands and 
control o f a powerful agency, especially i f  there are unresolved disagreements.
Finally, in  order to find out what suggestions fb r change the clients may have for 
improving the relationship w ith CPS, I suggested a number o f areas fo r them to think 
about. I  asked them i f  they agreed the way in  which incidents were referred to CPS 
including mandatory and anonymous reporting. D id  they have any suggestions about the 
investigators or caseworkers? Are there any services or programs which could be 
improved? What about the procedures fb r the removal and return o f children? Do they 
feel there are adequate checks and balances on the power o f the agencies? Do they have 
any suggestions fb r the empowerment o f the clients? Criticisms the clients have o f CPS 
indicate they feel something is wrong w ith the way in  which their case was handled. I  
encouraged them to consider vshat they thought should have been done differently.
Sampling Procedure 
Befbre conducting research, approval fb r this study was obtained 6om the 
Social/Behavioral Committee o f the UNLV Institutional Review Board on February 15, 
2001.
In each o f the fbur studies reviewed in  chapter two the researchers obtained their 
subjects w ith permission from a particular CPS %ency to contact clients. The sample 
used in  this study is one o f convenience, consisting o f persons who volunteered to ta lk 
about their experiences. A short note (Appendix B ) explaining a desire to ta lk to anyone 
who has had experiences w ith CPS was posted on the hont counter and in the drive thru 
window o f the D airy Queen I have owned and operated since 1989. It was in  place fbr
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four months beginning in  September, 2001. It was also placed on the front counter o f 
another Dairy Queen fbr the month o f October, but no response was received from that 
location. Only fbur o f the fifteen subjects asked directly to speak w ith me, and they were 
people w ith whom I had become acquainted. The other eleven were persons whom I 
approached when I saw them reading the posted notice. I began a conversation by asking 
them i f  they had any experiences w ith CPS they would be w illin g  to share. E i^ t more 
indicated a willingness to ta lk to me, but did not commit to a tim e and place fbr an 
interview, indicating the reluctance people have to ta lk to a stranger about these 
experiences.
When someone indicated a willingness to be interviewed, an effort was made to set a 
specific time and place as soon as possible. I  obtained the names and phone numbers o f 
those who could not do so immediately and called them the next day. A fter two 
unsuccessful attempts to set an appointment by phone, the names and phone numbers 
were discarded because o f the sensitive nature o f this subject. There were also a number 
o f persons who admitted having an experience w ith  CPS, but were not w illin g  to ta lk 
about it, and some who simply shook their head or raised their eyebrows.
The sample consisted o f eight males and seven females ranging in  age from twenty 
one to fifty  e i^ it. The area in  which the Dairy Queen is located could be considered an 
upper working class neighborhood, w ith mostly single fam ily homes, aldiough there is 
one large apartment complex nearby and a number o f upper m iddle class homes not too 
distant. A ll except fbur o f the subjects had a household income o f over $30,000, w ith both 
the husband and w ife working fu ll tim e. Two o f those under that amount were &males 
who indicated they stayed home to take care o f the children and household matters while
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their husbands worked, one was a divorced single mother who wasn't receiving child 
support hrom her ex-husband, and the 6)urth was a married male who had advanced 
technical training, but was temporarily having d ifficu lty  finding steady employment. 
Those who volunteered to be interviewed seemed to be more confident in  how they are 
liv ing  their lives than others vho admitted having problems w ith accusations o f 
maltreatment, but refused to discuss their experiences. Perhaps this conGdence and self 
esteem allowed them to ta lk about their experiences openly.
Attributes and Number o f Clients 
Gender Male: 8 Female: 7 
Race: White: 13 Hispanic: 2
M arital status: Married: 10 Divorced: 4 Never Married: 1
Number o f children: One: 5 Two: 7 Three: 1 Four: 1 Five or more: 1 
Household income: Under $30,000 annually: 4 Over $30,000 annually: 11 
Education: No high-school diploma: 3 High-school: 10 College Degree: 2 
Figure 1. Demographics o f the Fdteen Clients.
A ll o f the subjects were W hite except fb r two o f the younger females, who were 
Hispanic, and had been urged by their husbands to ta lk w ith me (Figure 1). Although 
a number o f persons Gom different m inority groups were approached, none o f the 
others indicated a willingness to ta lk about experiences they may have had. It may 
have been d ifficu lt fb r them to identify w ith  or trust a middle aged White male.
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There were two cases in  which both spouses desired to be interviewed simultaneously. 
A t the tim e o f their experience, ten o f the subjects were married fb r a period o f fbur 
months to nineteen years, two o f whom had previously been divorced. Four o f the 
subjects were divorced and one had never been m arried 
Five o f the subjects had only one child at the tim e o f their experience, seven had two 
children, one had three children, and one had fbur children. The other person had more 
due to a blended fam ily, however, revealing th is number may compromise the 
confidentiality o f his/her identity. The ages o f the children ranged Gom newborn infants 
to the m id teens, w ith most o f them attending an elementary grade school.
There was very little  difference in  the level o f education among the subjects and their 
spouses, although there was one person who had a college degree and a spouse who had 
not finished high school. In  ten o f the cases, including three o f those who were divorced 
at the tim e o f then experience, both the husband and w ife had finished h i^  school, h i 
two cases, neither one had a high school diplom a and in  one case both had a college 
degree. The person %ho never married had not finished high school and the level o f 
educaGon o f the children's father is unknown.
Getting a representative sample in  a study o f clients o f CPS is d ifficu lt because o f the 
highly sensiGve nature o f this subject, the legal linutaGons on obtaining case infbrmaGon, 
and the sGgma attached to those accused o f ch ild  maltreatment Many persons who said 
they had expenences refused to ta lk about it. Each o f the previous studies had sim ilar 
difGculGes in  sampling. The main difference in  this study was that everyone who was 
interviewed was convinced I was not connected o ffic ia lly  to CPS and my interest was in 
obtaining their point o f view and not to jusGfy the acGons or policies o f CPS.
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A  small convenience sample such as this lim its  the ab ility to make generalizations 
Gom the data, however, by addressiî  sim ilar questions to those asked in  the quantitative 
studies, a comparison can be made to begin testing the re liab ility  o f our Gndings. 
"R e liab ility  means that the inform ation provided by indicators does not vary as a result o f 
characteristics o f the indicator, instrument, or measurement device its e lf (Neuman 
1997). For instance, the answers to the survey quesGons about how successful CPS is in  
offering the help clients need can be compared to the answers given to the same quesGon 
in  an interview.
Comparing qualitaGve data to quanGtaGve data about the same quesGons can also help 
test the valid ity o f our Gndings. "V a lid ity  is part o f a dynamic process that grows by 
accumulating evidence over tim e, and w ithout it, a ll measurement becomes meaningless" 
(Neuman 1997). Closed-ended quesGons as used in  the surveys are quicker and easier to 
use, but may nGss something important when an individual's beliefs and f lin g s  are 
forced into a few categones created by the researcher. Using triangulaGon, or different 
types o f measurement and data collecGon techniques, is a [xoven method G) test va lid ity 
(Neuman 1997). Because o f the diGiculGes in  obtaining a representaGve sample it  is 
important that we compare the results o f different studies that have used a variety o f 
methods.
Interviews
FiGeen interviews were conducted and a ll were taped, w ith the permission o f the 
clients, and lasted Gom an hour and GGeen minutes to three hours. Each interview began 
w ith a thorough review o f the informed consent form  (Appendix C), which none o f the
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subjects hesitated to sign. Then the simple demographic questions were asked, designed 
to not only gain information, but to relax the subject and iniGate conversaGon. The person 
was then asked to '̂ e ll me about your expenence". SurpGsingly, a ll o f the subjects talked 
about the ir experience fbr an extended penod w ith  very litGe prompGng, indicating a need 
fb r someone to listen to them. In fact one client made the statement at the end o f the 
interview: " I  know you can't do anything about it, but thank you fb r listening. I really 
needed that".
When they finished talking, using the sheet o f discovery quesGons, an attempt was 
made to ensure each o f the subjects had given his/her percepGons o f the main areas this 
study is concerned about. Most o f them had already answered many o f the quesGons, but 
had to be prompted to explain what they meant by certain statements. For instance, many 
o f them fe lt they were denied "due process" and "were immediately judged guilty befbre 
the invesGgaGon began" and were asked specifically what that meant to them and what 
procedures they fe lt would correct it. None o f the interviews fbllowed the exact order o f 
the quesGons and the data had to be placed in  the categones after transcnbing the tapes.
It seemed more important to le t them te ll their story in  their own way, w ithout 
unnecessanly asking them leading quesGons. When they would use an ambiguous term, 
such as "the system" or "the authonGes", they were asked to explain more fu lly  what 
agency or persons were involved in  what they were relating.
Due to the length o f the interviews and because 1 allowed the clients to ta lk about their 
expenence in  then own way, 1 received numerous comments that are not perGnent to my 
fbur main research quesGons, such as stones about the ir m ilitary expenences, previous 
marriages, and fanuly acGviGes. For my data analysis in  chapter fbur 1 chose speciGc
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statements about their experience that seemed to  best answer my research questions. I 
used the most interesting and informative examples o f comments and  ̂at times, extended 
quotaGons that I G it described then feelings about the help that was offered or received, 
the ir relaGonship w ith the workers, their awareness o f mechanisms to register 
disagreements, and their suggesGons fbr change.
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA ANALYSIS
To analyze the data, I  have used the most interesting and pertinent quotes Gom the 
clients to adequately represent the range o f responses to my four main research questions. 
Once again they are: (1.) How do the clients perceive the nature o f help oGered or 
received Gom CPS? (2.) How do they perceive then relationship w ith the workers?
(3.) Is there an awareness o f mechanisms available to register disagreements w ith the 
investigators or caseworkers? (4.) Do the clients have any suggestions for change that 
may be valuable in  improving this relationship? Due to the open-ended nature o f the 
questions, some o f the statements could be placed diSerently. For instance, when 
expressing then thoughts about the help they received, many o f them would make 
comments that referred relating to then relationship w ith  the workers. Also, many times I 
used extended quotadons to create a more complete understanding o f a particular client's 
percepGon o f his/her expenence. It is difG cult enough to attempt to grasp a person's point 
o f view much less trying to do it  simply Gom isolated statements taken out o f the context 
o f the complete story.
M y main concern was to protect the idenGty o f the clients. In order to do this, yet 
m inim ize confusion when using quotes in  answer to each quesGon, I  assigned GcGGous 
names to the GGeen clients. In the two cases that both the husband and w ife were present
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during the interview, I  gave the names A lice mid A1 to  the Grst couple and the names 
Betty and Bob to the second couple. The two subjects who had college degrees were 
named Charlene and Charlie. The four clients who were divorced were named Don,
Dean, Deimy, and Donna. The rem ainh^ Gve clients were named Helen, Kathy, Susan, 
Frank and James.
Due to  the small convenience sample I obtained, no attempt is made to analyze the 
data quantitatively. Numerous, more representative, samples w ill be needed in  order to 
acquire staGstical validity. However, both substanGated and unsubstanGated incidents are 
represented. Some o f the subjects fe lt they were unjusGy accused, others blamed the 
problem on a spouse or ex-spouse, and some admitted they had problems that may have 
interfered w ith their ab ility to properly care fb r the children at the Gme. None o f them had 
fbrmal crim inal charges brought against them, however, some o f them did have other 
problems w ith the crim inal jusGce system which aSected their ab ility  to care fbr their 
children.
In this study I  fbcus on the clients' percepGon o f the reality o f the situaGon and, since 
it  is impossible to be completely otjecGve, I  accept the truthfulness o f their statements 
and try not to be judgmental. Although the intervenGon o f CPS in  many o f the stones 
related in  the interviews may w ell have been justifiab le , the purpose o f this thesis is not to 
judge the behavior o f the parents, but to present the ir percepGons o f the situaGon and how 
it  was handled.
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The Nature o f Help OGered or Received Gom CPS
Most o f the clients were required to receive counseling, including anger management, 
and attend parenting classes. There were m ixed feelings about both the classes and the 
counseling received, however, a few o f the only posiGve comments throughout a ll the 
interviews were in  this area. The comments indicate most o f them did not resent either 
requirement, but some o f them thought the help oGered was not the type o f help they 
needed.
Some o f the more posiGve comments were:
A l: "  Parenting class I  thought was good. They went over some elementary 
infbrmaGon, but at the same Gme they had other famihes in  there talking about how they 
interact w ith then children. I  have plenty o f ideas about how to deal w ith the children. 
The main thing is they had a subject matter and allowed the people to ta lk about the 
problems."
James: "The counselors helped a lot. They saw my w ife had some needs, to ta lly apart 
Gom the kids or anything else. I  think they really tried to help. Looked past the sur&ce 
problems and get at the root o f things. What they did was try to fbrcefully suggest."
Kathy: "They provided counseHng fb r each member o f the fam ily through the victim s 
o f crimes funds. The children were allowed to stay in  my home as long as my stepson 
was no longer there. The counselors they sent us to were great."
Bob: "They came w ith the van and took the kids to Child Haven, we had to go to 
parenGng classes which wasn't so bad. I  got more out o f it than my w ife because she 
d idn 't take it  senously."
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Bob's w ife made the follow ing comment about the parenting classes:
Betty: "Parenting classes were a joke. I  went th ro n g  six o f them tbougb. They tried to 
get us to do more stn% but they knew I was stubborn. And the lady was really nice, the 
counseling la ^ . They would have had me do more stuf^ but she stopped it."
Three o f the clients did not give their opinion about the classes or counseling except 
fb r how the mandatory attendance created problems fbr them:
Frank: "They made us go through parenting classes and counseling. We had to pay fb r 
the counseling. They d idn 't oGer any Gnancial aid. They told us we had to do this and this 
and this program. We had to have supervised visits, because our son was at Child Haven."
Charles: "They made me go to counseling. I t  hasn't done anything fb r me. It is difG cult 
fb r me to meet the ir schedule because I  don't have a car. They set up meetings at Gmes 
when it  was impossible fb r me to make it. I  don 't need parenting classes, but i f  I have to 
go, let me take my children w ith me. They just ripped them out o f my arms to show me I 
had no authonty."
Helen: "They made me go to a fam ily class. That created another problem. I  had to do 
that, and I just wanW  to take care o f my sick baby. They never understand me. They just 
kept telling me. I  don't have a ;»oblem taking care o f my children, but I  have a problem 
w ith CPS wanting to take my Gme and trying to  take my kids too. They threatened me 
always. It caused the problems between me and my husband because he said I prefer 
these people and do what they say and not giving him  a chance. I  had to choose to protect 
my kids. It's  either you or my kids, so I chose my kids."
Helen's and Charles' story are two o f three incidents related by the clients that indicate 
there is a substanGal amount o f confusion about what type o f help, i f  any, is available and
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how to obtain it. The th ird story was related by Donna, v\bo, when asked about the type o f 
help o fkred or received, simply made the comment: "Absolutely no help at a ll." These 
three are persons who had needs that went beyond what they perceived was being oGered.
Helen is a young mother w ith one child in  school and an in& nt who was criGcally il l  at 
the Gme. She had been reported fbr leaving the infant alone at home vdiile  she went to 
pick up her daughter Gom school. She disagreed that she had done anything wrong, 
th iiik ing  what she had done was not bad behavior.
Helen: " I leG the baby at home to go pick up my daughter. I  couldn't take a ll the 
needed equipment along. When I came back, the nurse was at my house and asked where 
is she? I  said I  had to leave her here to pick up my other daughter. I am alone, and cannot 
take a ll this s tu ff And she said, w ell this caimot happen again. I f  you do that I  w ill report 
you to CPS. I  said why report me to CPS, I  th ink that as a mother what I  did was good! I 
know she wiU be safe here at home, she w ill be better here at home than in  my car, while 
I  go into school to get my daughter. It's  more dangemus in  the car. She did not %ree. And 
I  said Gne, but I sGll fe lt she w ouldn't report it. A  week later she did it. People Gom CPS 
visited me. They to ld  me how to take care o f my child; I  couldn't leave her here. They 
called it  neglect. They kept coming and leaving a business card in  my door, a ll the time 
and giving me calls. They were in  my life  a lo t after that happened."
"M y child is sick and I  have to take care o f her. There is nothing I  can do at the time. I 
need people to help; I don't need people against me. I  fe lt like  they were a ll against me. 
They d idn't oGer any help. These people were te lling  you how to live  your life , how to do 
it. But do not give you any oGers how you can do beGer. No help w ith a sitter or anything. 
Three people were calling and visiGng me, and I had to do everything they say. And I  was
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so afraid that they — so alone. Then )̂ hen they found out about my husband they said you 
need to get rid  o f your husband because he wasn't good, because he is in  drugs. This is 
when the problem became bigger. A  Giend o f our nurse saw him w ith the baby, and he 
was asking the doctor G r p ills. My nurse asked i f  I  knew he was abusing prescription 
drugs. I  said I knew. He was never arrested fbr it. But that is something I  cannot do 
anything about, but I  am always home and I  am the one taking care o f the baby. But she 
said she was going to report that to CPS. Now it's  him. But he is my husband and I cannot 
control him. He was working and I  was working also and we used to switch taking care o f 
the children. Then one day the man Gom CPS say it's  either him or the children. They 
said I  have to decide, and they came to the house and said I had to get rid  o f him ."
"They noGGed everyone in  the school about my husband's situaGon. I  was so 
embarrassed. He was supposed to pick u p ". . .  our dau^der "and he took my liG le one 
w ith him. The school had been to ld he couldn't pick up my older daughter Gom school. 
CPS took my child Gom the school and took her to C hild Haven. They d idn 't take my 
sick daughter, because she was so difG cult to take care of. I  went over there to find out 
and I  was so mad. They had her there two days. The next day I  fbund out they wanted me 
to get nd o f him ."
"M y daughter is very attached to me. AGer two days I went over there and they gave 
me my daughter. In those two days I  had to do so many things. I  get him  out o f the house. 
A  lady came to make sure a ll o f his clothes were in  a bag. We went to court and he had to 
be out o f the house and they leG the kids w ith me. How come? He was working and 
helping w ith the kids and paying the b ills . AGer that he said I am out o f your life . I am not 
helping you w ith nothing because you allowed these people to throw  me out. I  have no
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choice. They ofkred no help, just throw him out. I  d idn 't make enough money, w ith a ll 
the expenses, especially w ith the baby. These people really made my life  miserable. I 
know he has these problems w ith drugs, but him  being out o f the house it  makes it worse. 
A t least he was working and paying the b ills. He treated the kids w ell, the oldest like a 
queen. They said he needs to go somewhere to  get a cure, but are just happy I am alone 
w ith the kids and the kids are safe. I  had to work overtime to try  to pay the b ills. Grandpa 
watched the kids while I  was working."
Helen was not convinced she endangered her infant by leaving her alone and was very 
bitter about how the situahon escalated and ended in  divorce. She did not specify what 
help, i f  any, she thought she needed except fb r menhoning they d idn 't help w ith a 
"babysiher or anything." She recognized her husband had a problem but did not think it  
was in  any way connected to maltreatment o f the children. Her point o f view  was there 
was no reason the authorides made her get him  out o f the house in  order to keep her 
children.
The second story was related by Charles, who has a college degree, but was 
unemployed at the Gme o f this incident. It indicates he had serious problems that could 
not be resolved simply through counseling and parenting classes. He blamed the abuse on 
his w ife and her personal problems, but also admitted having problems o f his own that 
interfered w ith his ab ility  to provide fbr his fam ily.
Charles: "The firs t Gme they knocked on my door, I  was just cleaning up the house, 
w ith this many kids it  gets messy. M y w ife had ju s t leG fbr counseling fb r some problems 
she was having. She takes medicaGon which makes her sleep a lo t and I can't wake her, 
and like  an id io t I try  to lead a normal li& . They, a man and a woman, idenGGed
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themselves as CPS and I told them to come in. They started to search the house Gom 
room to room. The woman said they had a com plaint about child abuse. M y G)ur-year-old 
son had bruises on his leg. My w ife had h it him  w ith  a wire coat hanger. He had some 
tremendous bruises. I  don't know what happened there. I  never conGonted him about i t  I  
couldn't see any reason to be hostile about it. I bad no idea he had aheady been 
interviewed at school."
"We were charged w ith physical abuse and neglect, an inab ility to properly care fbr the 
children. In itia lly , my w ife was accused o f h itting  my son and causing bruises, but the 
investigators went quickly Gom there to me needing counseling There were also 
questions about our psychiatric and emoGonal stab ility, housing, our parenting skills, 
gambling habits and Ghhy home conditions. The next thing they are te lling  me is that I  
have to goto counseling. What the fuck, how did we get Gom a resolved issue w ith my 
w i6 , because w ith in two weeks it  was resolved, to th is."
"When my w ife comes home, she thinks I am just trying to get her to clean the house. 
She hasn't seen CPS. I  to ld her they were here and complained about the d irty house. CPS 
called again, my w ife was not home, and said we checked and you are the only adult there 
who is mentally capable to stand tria l. I f  you do not stay w ith your children and they are 
harmed, you w ill be prosecukd. I  said my w ife is not going W harm the children. I  talked 
to my w ife about this. She is the type o f person that i f  you threaten to take her children, 
she w ill never punish them again, she w ill never h it them. She w ill not discipline them at 
a ll, no matter what they do."
"We lost our place to live and had to make temporary arrangements w ith the help o f 
some Giends, but it  was inadequate G)r the size o f my fam ily and only made our problems
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worse. I was told I  have to stay home and care fb r the children, but i f  I needed money, not 
to worry about it. CPS hed to me about getting financial aid and help Gom the housing 
authority. The woman Gom CPS promised the housing authority would help w ith our 
house payment I was in  contact w ith her and I called about two weeks later and said its 
getting close to winter. She said "Charles. I would never have to ld  you th a t" I  then 
received a one day, on the seventh day o f the ten days, which means you cannot pay the 
house payment. I had argued w ith my w ife about helping me because I  had to get down 
there. They would pay it  but I  had to get down there. She thought it was a ll a joke."
In the meantime I  went to ja il G)r an outstanding trafGc Gcket. I  begged them to not mess 
w ith me, I  w ill come in, but I  just got this job and was already late two Gmes. But they 
took me to ja il. Tve sGll got twenty six hours o f community service hanging over my 
head, or an eight hundred dollar Gne. Then my water main breaks. Tm out there trying to 
6x it  because a ll my money went toward b ills  and to people I owed money and not to 
gambling like  the people Gom CPS claimed."
" I made three thousand dollars one month, which made it  difG cult to get Gnancial aid. 
Broke the next month and was to ld  I  must have a gambling problem. I  asked them i f  they 
could go two months w ithout an income and not be broke. I  gamble, but don't have a 
problem. I know where a ll the money went and it  d id n 't go to gam bling They d idn 't 
make me go to gamblers anonymous."
"Then I borrowed my Giend's car and was going to pay the water b ill so they wouldn't 
shut it  o ff and my cell phone nngs. I  pulled over to answer it, and soon the police were 
behind me. Asked i f  I  bad outstanding warrants, and I  answered yes. They again put me in  
ja il and after Gve days, I  d id n 't have the fbur hundred doUars ba il, CPS comes to see me.
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These people are notorious liars. I to ld them I w ouldn't ta lk to them unless they had a 
witness present. They were completely hostile and adversarial. They did not help me. 
They never gave me a clear reason fbr taking my kids. I was told in id a lly  I would have to 
choose between my w i&  and children; that I  was in  a loveless marriage and should just le t 
her go. We have been married fb r fburteen years and every marriage has problems and are 
constantly ar^usting."
Charles admits his fam ily has a number o f problems that cannot be easily resolved, 
however, Gom his point o f view, he was not given the help he perceived his fam ily 
needed and he was being unnecessarily persecuted by CPS. He thought financial aid 
would solve his fam ily's problems.
The story to ld by Donna is somewhat d ifk re n t because she asked CPS to intervene in  
her situation, but they told her there was nothing they could do. She was separated Gom 
her husband and he had obtained legal custody o f then daughter. CPS to ld  her they had 
investigated his home and did not Gnd anything wrong. He then moved and did not let 
Donna know where they had gone. She said she was to ld her only alternative was to hire 
an aGomey and take him to court, but she could not affbrd it.
"  I called the police after receiving a call late at night Gom my six-year-old daughter 
who was leA alone in  the father's residence. He was at work and the woman, who was 
supposed to watch her, had gone out to gamble and leA her alone. The police got there 
befbre I  did, and my daughter answered the door; she was in  fact home alone. They called 
him at work and were going to call CPS, but gave me custody Giat night and said they 
would investigate tomorrow. He later admitted to leaving her alone, pleading he didn 't 
know any better. They just gave him a slap on the hand, but anyone w ith  common sense
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would know you can't leave a six-year-old alone, especially in  the middle o f the night 
She was terriGed ha lf out o f her mind and this wasn't the Grst time. CPS d idn 't bring any 
charges against my ex-husband. No court or anything, they just dropped i t  They said 
she's not hurt or anything. Tm sure this lady sees horrible things every day; so this was 
m inor, but not in  my mind. They interviewed m y daughter at school and my ex, but just 
talked to them over the phone."
" I called CPS a number o f times, especially since my husband took my daughter away 
and I  don't have any idea where she is. She said just because she has been taken 
somewhere doesn't mean she is in  any danger. She has to be in  danger befbre we can 
help. And I  said "he llo !" What has to happen befbre you people w ill do anything? The 
child is not being cared fbr. I  le ft a message fb r her superior to call me, but the same 
person called me back. It's  like her boss to ld  her to call me so she w ouldn't have to deal 
w ith it. The last tim e I talked to her she said i t  was closed, I  would have to get an 
attorney, which I  can't aGbrd, and we would have to goto court and it  would be a terrible 
ugly th ing She said it  would be in  the best interest o f a ll o f us i f  we would work it  out 
between us. She is making a judgement call on my daughters life  and there is nothing I 
can do. I  don't have any money fbr an attorney. As far as she can see my daughter is in  no 
danger. I  got so emoGonal over the whole thing that it  just interfered w ith my thinking I 
have to shut it  down, close it  out. I don't know where she is or i f  she is ok OfGcially it  is 
closed even though he admitted to leaving her alone."
Denny had only one b rie f comment: "They d id n 't help in  any way, shape, or fbrm ."
Two o f the clients interpreted the quesGon o f help only in  Gnancial terms and were not 
interested in  making any comments about W iat they thought about the counseling or
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parenting classes. They considered this quesGon only bneGy and wanted to ta lk more 
about how they were Geated by the workers. Susan: "CPS is dictated to by the courts and 
legislature and can only do so much The court orders fam ily mediaGon and you have to 
pay fbr it, which is expensive." Dean: "  It seems they could make Gnancial help more 
available. They make you get counseling and you have to pay fb r it. I  was working, so it 
wasn't a big burden fbr us, but fbr some it  is ."
This parGcular group o f subjects evidently did not agree to ta lk w ith me to discuss how 
CPS possibly helped them become beGer able to cope w ith parental problems. Rather, as 
the answers to the next two quesGons Glustrate, they wanted to ta lk to someone who was 
w illin g  to Gsten to their GnstraGons w ith the workers and their disagreements w ith how 
the incident was handled. Their statements indicated counseling and parenting classes 
were considered only as things they had to do, not as services designed to help them in 
SpeciGc ways.
The RelaGonship w ith  the Woikers 
Each o f the cGents had something negative to  say about their relaGonship w ith the 
workers. They said they were not Geated w ith respect, whether or not the incident was 
fbund to be a substanGated case o f child maltreatment. They were told what they must do 
in  order to resolve then case, but were Geated w ith  suspicion and as i f  their opiiGons did 
not matter. Many o f them thought the iruGal invesGgaGon could have been handled 
diGerenGy, some resented the constant threats o f having their children removed Gom 
their homes, and most fe lt they were not Geated as intelligent, caring parents. None o f the 
subjects indicated they disagreed that CPS had not only the right, but the obhgaGon to
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invesGgate complaints o f abuse or neglect. Some were tota lly suipnsed they were the 
objects o f the invesGgaGon, while others could understand why CPS was concerned about 
the welfare o f then children. The issue was not the fact o f being invesGgated, but the 
attitude o f the workers toward them as parents.
Don, Charlene, and Dean each related W iy the incident upset them even though the 
allegaGons were completely unsubstanGated and there was no acGon taken by CPS after 
the in itia l invesGgaGon.
Don: "M y son to ld me some people came to the school, to the nurses' ofGce and asked 
him to disrobe. When he refused, they scared him  w ith  taking him  away Gom me. They 
leA and called me later and threatened me w ith  taking him unless I brought him  down 
immediately to be examined. They had received an anonymous phone call that my son 
had bruises around his ankles, up his legs, and across his back. So I  agreed to take my boy 
down to juvenile."
"Yes, they had a complaint, but it  should have been a m inor invesGgaGon. AAer 
finding the charges unfunded, they asked i f  he was a normally acGve child because he 
d idn 't have any bruises at all. I really thought that took a lo t o f nerve, like  they were 
really looking fb r something! There is a need fb r CPS, but they are overbearing the way 
they ta lk to you. You are guilty, penod. There is  no due process here. You are guilty unGl 
proven innocent. That puts pressure on both the child  and the parents. T l^y  can be taken 
on only suspicion, and the parents are going througb H ell wondering what happened to 
him. They were overbearing w ith the threats to  take my child, both to him and m yself 
But as a fbrmer police officer, I  d idn 't see or hear o f any discnminaGon You were guilty
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regardless o f race or creed. The basic concern is fo r the child, yon see a child in  trouble 
and you take the k id ."
Charlene: "M y daughter came home &om school and was very upset. She said, "Mom 
these really weird people came and pulled me out o f my class and asked a ll kinds o f 
questions about you and whether anyone ever did anything bad to me." In  my job it is 
really to protect kids and here diey are pu lling my daughter out o f class. Never contacted 
me at a ll. I  may not have known about it  at a ll i f  my daughter hadn't to ld  me. So I  called 
the school and CPS because I worked w ith them reporting people, and it's  terrible 
because they w on't te ll you who reported it. You can't speak to anyone about i t  I  was just 
to ta lly frustrated and helpless. I f  I  reported someone, I  don't care, I  can sit down. I am a 
grown up. I  can look the person in  the eye and say I'm  sorry, but this is what I saw. I  was 
trying to protect your child. I f  you can respect that, fine, I  thougjit it was my job to do 
that. You should be able to face your accuser. Absolutely! To have your child pulled out 
o f class and questioned, I  don't think is appropriate, I  really don't. They never contacted 
me. I  called them and wrote them letters and said I  want to see what is in  this report, what 
your resolution is. I am a person involved w ith  children and want to know. I  was told 
nothing, except after about three weeks I was to ld  it  was nothing, it  was a baseless thing 
But, now, is my name down there in  some file?  I  don't know. I just remember feeling so 
upset and so helpless in  that situation."
'T  was fina lly  able to get someone I knew on the phone. I  knew her from  reporting 
others, and she is the one who to ld me it  was dropped. I f  I  d idn 't have that personal 
contact w ith her I  don't know i f  I  ever would have gotten any inform ation. What bothers
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me is that it  is the teacher's duty to report things, and you can't te ll me they don't gossip. 
So I think there is a better way."
Dean: " I  was shocked and upset, I  could not believe it. They came out to see me, 
checked my cupboards, and watched me play w ith my daughter. They showed me 
handwritten copies o f the terrible things my ex-w ife had written about me. I  would take 
showers w ith  my d a i^ te r and allowed her to  fondle me. They came unexpectedly and by 
the grace o f God my mother was there and we were having a great day. I  broke down in  
tears, I  could not believe it."
"They ^so lu te ly  did not treat me w ith respect. I  was the bad guy. There was a male 
and fin a le  investigator and the female was much more assertive. The male never said 
anything. The female was out to find out what \sas wrong. Something had to be wrong!"
The subjects in  the cases in  which child maltreatment was substantiated a ll indicated 
the workers had no respect fo r them and the situation created a lo t o f stress w ithin their 
fam ilies. I have already quoted much o f what Charles and Helen said about their incident 
w ith CPS. However, Charles, in  addition to saying "these people are notorious liars ", 
also said "There was no one to ta lk to. I  contacted the supervisor, but tho-e was no one I 
could trust. The court is able to do what it  wants. When they take your kids, your parental 
rights are suspended and they can put them up fo r adoption i f  they want They were 
justified  in  their investigation, but don't have enou^ man-hours to do it  thoroughly. I see 
a need fo r CPS, but the parents should not autom atically be ostracized. They caused 
irreparable financial and emotional stress to my fam ily."
Kathy, who had reported to CPS that her stepson sexually abused her daughter &om 
her firs t marriage, said: " I just fe lt CPS was a little  forceful and manipulative, especially
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in  getting my stepson to te ll them what happened. They made it  sound a lo t worse than it  
really was. He was in  the room by himself. The authorities were a little  b it on the power 
trip  type o f thing."
Kathy: " I fe lt the authorities were very dictating. I  d idn 't feel we had a choice. I wish I 
had spoke up and said no, she's my child and I am not going to let them do the 
examination. Pediatricians, and possibly knocking them out for the examination. The 
doctor that examined a ll o f my kids was used to working w ith adult women, not young 
children. When the doctor examined her she was screaming so loud in  the room that our 
ears were ringing. It's  supposed to be a real gentle thing, but it  w asn't He determined 
there was no penetration. I had two clients who worked for CPS and I  thought I had an 
"in " and they told me to call a supervisor and te ll them what the doctor said. So I  did and 
was told, "I'm  sorry but that is the doctor we use." I  just think it  was terrible the way they 
handled it, making more out o f it  than it  really was, a lth o u ^ any molestation is terrible. 
The trauma they put my young daughter through was unforgivable. There was nothing I 
could do about it "
A lice and A l, whose son had reported them fo r physical abuse, were very upset w ith 
the evaluation and resolution o f the incident. They interpreted the situation differently 
than CPS workers and were angry that no one seemed to want to listen to their side o f the 
story.
A lice: "A t firs t, yes, they should investigate because my son had unexplained bruises. 
But even after that was resolved, they kept trying to find  things that were wrong."
A l: "There is a big difference between abuse and spanking a kid. They need to quit 
jum ping to conclusions and grabbing the kids out o f the home. They to ld us we had to do
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this and th is and this program. We had to have supervised visits, because he was at Child 
Haven. They said there is no way this kid  could be that bad. He knew exactly what he was 
doing. He was manipulating the justice system. He knew what he wanted to say, what 
they wanted to hear. And they Ustened to him. They didn 't want to listen to what the 
parents had to say. They treated us like  crap, like  we were criminals. We did what we saw 
h t to discipline the child. Like they say, spare the rod, spoil the child."
"They d idn 't want to hear any excuses. They to ld  us about this time out bu llsh it and it  
doesn't work. The kid 's attitude becomes, I  can do anything I  want to do and a ll that is 
going to happen is that I  w ill be stuck in  a comer fo r five minutes. In  court, they basically 
dictated to us. The judge, after hearing the beating this and the beating that, hnally did 
say where are the pictures? I  don't want to hear another word about beating from  you. 
They did a psychological test on our son it  showed he was heading for problems. They 
also said my son was in  love w ith his mom, not as mother and son, but as man and 
woman."
A lice: "W e had to go to court. They ended up sending my son, a very impressionable 
teenager, to my sister's. Took him and made us pay child support. Now mind you, my 
sister has been in counseling for years, she had sexually molested her boy and the state o f 
Nevada does not check her out, even after we brought it  to their attention. They asked us 
i f  we had any relatives and I  told them about my two sisters and they chose her w ithout 
doing any type o f investigation on her. They d id n 't want to listen to us and he continued 
to have problems. Then he went to a group home, ran away from  there. Ended up injuring 
a little  g irl in  one o f the foster homes. He had problems w ith the police. He got busted for 
carrying a concealed weapon. Broke into a m otor home, w ith the excuse that he needed a
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place to s it down and rest. When asked, he to ld  his counselor the reason he is doing this is 
because he can't believe how easy it  is, and it's  fun."
A l: "There was no one we could ta lk to and we were not helped at a ll; we feel we were 
just persecuted. They could do whatever they wanted to, throw you in  ja il unless you had 
money fo r a high priced lawyer. But I  am just a working man. I  tried talking to the case 
worker and her siqrervisor and a ll o f them had the attitude there is no way this kid can be 
that bad."
" It created a lo t o f stress on our marriage. We took out our anger on each other. They 
treated us like  d irt. They d idn 't want to hear any excuses. They d idn 't want to hear 
anything, nothing we had to say."
The other couple I  interviewed together, Betty and Bob, d idn 't seem to have problems 
w ith the workers at CPS but disagreed that the children had to be taken out o f the home. 
The incident created a lo t o f stress in  their marriage. Bob had experiences w ith CPS as a 
child and did not trust anyone involved and Betty talked about her probation.
Bob: " I was working a lo t, about seventy hours a week, but Betty wasn't going home 
after taking me to w ork"
Betty: " I would stop and put a couple o f nickels in  the machine. I  had a run-in w ith the 
cops the night before. I  ran &om them. M y brother and I  were working on his van at three 
in  the morning. A  neighbor who had it  in  fo r me had called the police and said someone 
had a pistol. They found out I  was on probation and called my probation ofRcer. He was 
going to try and violate me."
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Bob: "The police and the probation otBcer showed up at the house the next morning. I 
start work at six and she wasn't home. The kids answered the door and there was no one 
there."
Betty: "When they came, they came early because they knew the kids would be alone. 
M y dad was there before CPS came and said he would take the kids, but they w ouldn't le t 
him. They came w ith the van and took the kids to Child Haven".
Bob: " I d idn 't hnd out about it  un til that n i^ t  They had set the court hearing fo r the 
next morning. I knew what to expect. She was screaming at me that I  d id n 't know 
anything. I  told her I  had already gone through that, so just shut up. We went in  there and 
to te ll you the truth, I  lied to them. I  knew she wasn't home. We had dressed up, my best 
suit and her in  a nice dress and I  could te ll that we d idn 't look like  vdiat the caseworker 
thought we going to look like. She expected scum. I to ld them I had missed my ride and 
she had taken me to work and that's why she w asn't there."
Betty: "Then my kids admitted to the counselor, so it  came out in  the wash She was 
nice."
Bob: "They then decided they were going to  keep the kids un til we took a blood test. 
The magistrate d idn 't say they were going to release the kids, that was an agreement the 
caseworker had made w ith us. I  to ld  her that no matter what they te ll you, don't believe 
them because they are not te lling  the truth. I to ld  the caseworker that you to ld  us that i f  
we took the drug test, we would get our kids back today. I  th ink she was new because she 
relented and le t the kids come home that night, which was surprising to me."
Betty: " I don't think our experience was really a bad one. It is scary. The cop said i f  I 
wouldn't have run we w ouldn't have had to go through a ll this. CPS wanted to know
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about our relationship, how we get along. They talked to the kids the firs t day when we 
weren't there, then w ith our permissimi. M y daughter almost got me in  trouble, because 
she is such a talker. I did what I was supposed to  but I  think it  had a lo t to do w ith my 
probation lady why we d idn 't have a harder tim e. We s till went through the w h ite r. I 
don't agree w ith them taking the kids when there is another adult right there who can take 
them."
Bob: "The way our relationship was going and the way we were liv ing  I  am surprised 
they d idn 't latch onto us a lo t longer. I  honestly fe lt we weren't being intruded upon, but 
brought it  on ourselves. They d idn 't add to it. Just the stress over the possibility o f losing 
the children. I feel they had every right to step in, considering the circumstances. I think 
they handled it  quite well. M y concern is how it  affected the children. The police being 
there, we had to console them. I think the police shouldn't be able to determine whether a 
Êunily manber can take them before CPS. I f  there is a fam ily member on the scene, I 
think they should have to le t them go w ith that fam ily member, unless they can prove 
something. They took the kids to farce my w i&  to come to them."
There is one other story which I feel must be to ld  more completely because, although 
it  describes a deûnite point o f view, it  involves more extreme circumstances than the 
other stories. It was obvious Denny had been drinking just before I  interviewed him 
because there was a very strong smell o f alcohol on his breath.
Denny: " I came home 6om work one day and the children were gone. Security at the 
apartments had called the police and they found my w ife passed out w ith a marijuana pipe 
on her chest, on the couch. Two kids in  the kitchen playing w ith butcher knives, no
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clothes on. My four year old was running around out in  the parking lo t w ith just his 
underwear."
"CPS was going to give me the kids. My ex-wife went o ff the w all and the person I 
was staying w ith, we were doing things wrong here too, so she sent the SWAT team over 
here. I  was on probation at the time and even th o u ^  they d idn 't And anything, it  was 
enough to get me violated. I  went to prison. W hile I  was there I tried to keep in  contact 
w ith CPS. Finally I  wrote the court and they said they had to give me a ll the records. The 
court sent me a packet. She had been arrested. The kids had been taken from her three 
times in  a year. She bad twelve counts o f felony child  ne^ect So when I  got out o f prison 
I contacted CPS and they were to ta lly against me. She has them believing I  am going to 
k ill her and I  am actively stalking her. They had the children, so 1 called them about a 
month ago and asked them where are they going to go and was to ld that in  about a week 
or two they would be going back to their natural mother. I  said w ith twelve counts o f 
neglect and abuse and you are going to give them back to her. I said what are you guys, 
stupid. I  was pissed! I  d idn 't even get a chance to get in there and te ll them my side. I  said 
the police went to the house and found blood and the little  one w ith marks on his face. 
Said she smacked him. I  said I  have the reports in  my hand. And she said w ell this is the 
Arst Ame they were ever placed in  foster care. So I said the Arst Ave years o f fheir Aves 
they were never involved w ith the police, CPS, or C hild Haven, because I was there 
making sure they were taken care of. To keep her under control, you know, she used to 
punch me. You are going to discount me because o f what she says. They not only ignored 
me, but absolutely refused to give me any inform ation. They w ouldn't assist me in  any
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way unless the court ordered it. I  would have to  Ale a petiAon and d idn 't have the mone}̂  
to do that."
"What I  am Anstrated the most about is not the fact they w on't deal w ith me, but 
possibly my kids had to go A iro u ^ more pain unAl they open up their eyes and see there 
is a problem there. How many drug counseling and anger management classes had she 
completed in  a year? Obviously she had to do it  three times. The Arst two Ames d idn 't 
work, what makes them think the th ird tim e is going to work? And they showed me no 
respect. They are supposed to be concerned fo r the welfare o f the kids, but it  seems they 
are focusing on what the mother wants and not what is best for the children."
"This is the Arst Ame they have been in  foster care, and they should change that too. 
They should look on the whole case. How many Ames have these kids been neglected, not 
how many Ames have we had to And somevAere to put them. I would like  a chance, but I 
know w ith the drugs and i f  foster care or adopAon is best, there is really nothing I  can do 
about it. My main concern is the environment they are in  n ^ t now. Maybe she is going to 
be good A)r six months, maybe a year, but when is she going to start abusing them again? 
There is nothing I can do about it  unAl I  go to court and buy the system. They should Aeat 
you w ith respect. They Aeated me as i f  I  am a ;nece o f dirt. I  had no nghts in  that case at 
a ll."
It is his point o f view that there is a definite lack o f communicaAon between CPS and 
the parents involved. He is concerned about his children and despite his personal 
problems feels he should be treated w ith respect and given the chance to care for his 
children rather than his w i& . He is concerned about how faster care w ill affect his 
children. When reviewing Denny's account I was reminded o f what Magura and Moses
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stated as the reason given for the apparent lack o f client perspectives: that there is a 
"tendency to see the parents involved as less capable, articulate, and objective than other 
human service recipients and to the considerable difGculties gaining the confidence o f 
these parents fa r research interviews" (Magura and Moses 1984).
Some o f the other clients gave a much less detailed account o f their experience but 
made some isolated statements pertaining to the ir view o f the relationship w ith the 
workers.
James: 'They went to the school where my younger son was and had him totally 
terriAed that they were going to take him  away from  us. They d idn 't ta lk to me unAl about 
a week later. They never noAAed us that they were going to ta lk to h im . They should at 
least arrange to have the parents present, even in  another room when they ta lk  to a child 
because then they w ouldn't be so ternAed they were going to take him Aom his parents. 
We should have been noAAed immediately, so we could be there."
Frank: "They d idn 't treat me as a person who was trying. They d idn 't give me respect 
as a human being as far as I'm  concerned. The lasting impression that I  and my 6 m ily  
have is that when the state puts it's  nose up your ass they don't take it  out."
Susan: "  We had meetings at my house and I  tried to te ll them and they said no, no, its 
not the way its supposed to be. They said I  don 't care about you, but about the kids. But 
the kids can't support themselves. You need to care about the parents also. You know, i f  
the mother gets sick, who is going to care fn r the kids?"
No one seemed to have had a trusAng relaAonship w ith any o f the workers. It seemed 
to be thought o f as an adversarial relaAonship based on conAol and threats o f taking the 
children Aom the parents. Most o f the subjects expressed anger at the way they were
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treated. They thought their Aeatment reAected the atdtude o f the authonAes that they 
were bad persons, knowingly doing wrong. I t  was as i f  their opinions o f the situaAon 
d idn 't count, they were just told what they had to do. They especially resented the 
constant threats o f having their children removed Aom then home. A ll o f the subjects fe lt 
no one listened to them; no one wanted to hear any opinions that contradicted the 
judgements o f the invesAgators, case workers, or the judges.
Awareness o f Mechanisms Available to Register Disagreements 
Most o f the subjects indicated they were exAemely intim idated by the power over 
them and how helpless they fe lt. The only resource, or mechanism, they were aware o f 
was to hire an attorney, which many o f them could not afford. IndicaAons o f alienaAon 
and anomie as I descnbed in chapter three were recognizable in  many o f the statements 
made by the clients. O f the Ave meanings given by sociologist M elvin Seeman 
(powerlessness, meaninglessness, normlessness, isolaAon, and self-esAaî ement) the two 
that were most prevalent were Aelings o f powerlessness and isolaAon. No one indicated 
that the situaAon was meaningless; a ll o f them were concerned about the welAire o f then 
children. Also, there d idn 't seem to be feelings o f self-estrangement, w ith the possible 
excepAon o f Denny who seemed w ell aware that he had numerous personal problems. 
One client, Dorma, seemed to have expenenced the exAeme form  o f anomie 
(normlessness) descnbed by John Heritageas a failure o f the methods for the "producAon 
o f cogniAve order" (Turner 1996). She indicated that she absolutely did not know how to 
react or what she could do about the situaAon.
Some o f the statements that indicate feelings o f powerlessness were:
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Al: "There is no one to talk to, no one to complain to that they Aeated yon badly. The 
only altemaAve is to hire an attorney." "Onr son was sent to my sister's house, then to 
foster homes, then they wanted him back w ith us. They should have sent him away. He 
wanted to go and now he is s till having ;noblems."
Bob: "Whenever we would go to court, it  was already decided before we walked into 
the courAoom what was going to happen. We d id n 't have an attorney because we couldn't 
afford one."
Frank: " I knew Aom the very beginning that the way it works is you do it  then way or 
you get the consequences. It's  then way or no way. They exerted their authority. A  lo t o f 
manipulating. It's  what they want, not what is best fo r the kids. There is nothing you can 
do about it."
Donna: "  I was a ll alone and fe lt to ta lly helpless."
Helen: " I was absolutely powerless. I  was very miserable"
Charlene: " I just remember feeling so upset and helpless in  that situation."
Susan: "Their power is extremely overwhelming. They have the power to come and 
take my child. The threat is either you cooperate or we take the child. You have no 
choice."
Dean: "  CPS is only a part o f it, but then hands are tied. The courts see the woman as 
the primary care givers, I don't care i f  she is doing drugs, not home, alcohol, she gets 
primary custody. I  don't care i f  I  was the Pope, I w ouldn't get prim ary custody."
Charles: "The court is able to do what it  wants. When they take your kids, your 
parental nghts are suspended and they can put them up for adopAon i f  they want I  was 
constanAy threatened w ith the removal o f my children and that is what they ended up
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doing." "  There was a male and a female and to ld  me to put the children in  the car. They 
were crying and I  refused to do it, but they took them anyway."
Dean: "When they Arst came, they were prepared to take my child. I  am thankful my 
mother was there, because I was emoAonally weak I f  my mother hadn't been Ihere, they 
would have taken my child. You don't know how bad this system makes a man feel. A  
man doesn't deserve to be w ith his child, that ch ild  belongs w ith the mother and how dare 
you as a man that you think you can take the place o f that mother? D on't you love your 
child enough to know that?"
Many o f the clients also made statements about how they fe lt they couldn't discuss 
their problems except w ith people very close to  them, verifying feelings o f social 
isolaAon:
A lice: "We d idn 't & el we should discuss our problem w ith others, just w ith each 
other. Family matters should be kept between the two o f us. In  a sense it  d idn 't make us 
feel bad, because we know we d idn 't do anything. What we did was nghL They 
threatened us."
Helen:"My Aiend supported me a lo t. The only person I had besides grandpa. My 
husband was very mad at me because I listened to CPS and chose my kids."
Kathy: "O nly some really close Aiends know what ha^qrened."
Don "Only very close Aiends. It leaves a sAgma on you, so strong that unless they know 
you real well they may look at you and say. W ell, I  don't want my kid  to spend the night 
over there."
Susan: "Neither one o f us has fam ily nearby and we have no really close friends we 
could share our problems w ith ."
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Changes Suggested fo r C hild Protechve Services 
Throughout the interviews the subjects were talking mostly about their disagreements 
w ith the evaluahon o f the situaAon and the judgements o f those in  authonty. Suggested 
changes could be inferred Aom many o f then previous statement, but the fallow ing 
comments were elicited by asking them speciAcally fo r changes they thought would be 
beneGcial. I  have used extended quotaAons here also because some o f the clients 
explained the reasons they thought the changes should be made. Many o f them could not 
think o f any speciAc changes that m ight be helpful. As Susan put it: "You don't want to 
go there." When asked to explain further she refused to say anything except " I just don't 
want to ta lk about it".
Don: "  Professionals should be able to report suspected abuse anonymously, you know, 
doctors, denAsts, teachers, etcetera. Anyone else should not be anonymous, you should be 
able to face your accuser. Anyone can ca ll them and the next thing you know you are 
being invesAgated. They come to your house to  check your child. Physical abuse they can 
see, but i f  they say you are using drugs, no fx )d  in  the house, or always yeUing and 
screaming, poor kids mentally retarded and run down, then you are really in  Aouble 
because there is no way they can look at those things. But they are required to invesAgate, 
and vhat happens is the child is taken out o f the house while they are invesAgating. The 
child is taken out o f the house w ith no proof. Just because someone is mad at you. To me 
this develops child abuse. Taking a child, they create a terror in  the child. So instead o f 
protecting him, they are actually hurAng him  to  some degree. They are taking the child 
away Aom the parents, locking him  up, it  m ight be a day or two before the parents ever 
see him. So you are creaAng a terror in  him ."
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"Non professionals should be required to give their name and to ld "lo o k , i f  you report 
this, it  better be true". I f  the investigators &el it  is valid, then they should remain 
anonymous, but i f  it  is unfounded they should be subject to having their name released. 
This should be the mryor change in  the reporting policy. It would stop unwarranted taking 
o f the children out o f the house, the mental abuse and anguish to the parents, stop the 
waste o f manpower and money on juvenile services to investi^te  unwarranted calls. It 
would save so much for both the juvenile and police departments. People are charged 
w ith a felony i f  they fa il to turn in  a report o f abuse, they should be charged w ith the same 
crime i f  they turn in  a Adse one. That would stop that and give more credence to the ones 
that come in ."
"To this day my ex-wife has never been punished for any o f this. It was an o u tri^ it lie . 
I f  I was to come after you w ith a lawsuit you could get back at me. There is some kind o f 
penalty. There really should be some kind o f penalty f) r  &lse accusations."
"Doctors are required to report things, but they don't. The parent can change doctors 
any tim e abuse is brought up. Kids don't have any rights. I f  the guardian is the abuser, no 
one is going to listen. CPS don't have the authority i f  the police have already discounted 
the allegahons. People acknowledge that professionals, like health care providers, can see 
problems. And i f  someone is to verify that, the court should have no right to stop the child 
Aom being taken Aom the home. People shouldn't be able to buy then way out o f it."
"As a police ofAcer you are only involved at the beginning. You take them out, go to 
court, and Aom there it  is a ll secretive, saying the juvenile's rights come Arst. There 
should be one set o f standards. To someone wAo never strikes a child, you h it him on the 
butt or spank him, you are abusing him. There is no way to set an absolute standard
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because everyone looks at abuse diSerently. I f  you have a single police officer a few TV 
dinners and a six pack o f beer, maybe some peanut butter, seems adequate. But i f  you 
have a house w ith four or Ave people a lo t more is needed. Or one person w ill see clothes 
lying around as no big problem, but to a real clean person it  seems Althy. In  reality it  may 
not be that bad, but to a real clean Aeak it is to ta lly  unacceptable. Both parents might 
work and not have time to keep things perAct, or the babysitter may have leA a mess. The 
values o f the persons invesAgating are d ifferent."
"The authonAes err on the side o f cauAousness when it comes to taking children. I f  
Aiere is the least thought that there m ight be a problem, they take them. I f  the child looks 
a ll nght at the house, it  should be leA to social services to fo llow  up. The problem w ith it 
is there is not a police ofAcer or a case worker that I  know o f who is w illin g  to go to a 
house and see anything quesAonable about a ch ild  and not take him. Because i f  that child 
gets hurt or dies during the night, they are going to catch the brunt o f i t  So i f  you get 
called to the house you are held responsible. So in  these extreme cases, I  can see a lo t o f 
heat placed on the police ofAcer."
"The chances are, i f  you go to a house and it  is fa irly  clean, no marks on a child, the 
child is not sick or whatever the case, you are reasonably safe in  leaving him. But le t's 
face it, you goto a hundred houses and you leave, chances are one o f them m ight get hurt 
during the night because, you know, they are children. I  have no doubt I have taken 
children Aom a home that shouldn't have been taken, but I  wasn't going to run the nsk. 
You have to remember, i f  an ofAcer or case worker takes a child, it's  no skin o ff their 
nose. They did their job. Take the child and le t them worry about it  and get their act 
together."
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Alice: "They should do a lo t more checking before they start judging. I f  there is 
physical evidence, but even then, there are many times children get banged and bruised. 
They fa ll. It's  normal. My granddaughter fe ll and got a bad mark on her face. Someone at 
the grocery store saw me. I was trying to get the children in  the car and they saw the 
bruise, and they took my license plate number and sent the cops to my house. They talked 
to my son and my father, everyone told them what happened, including the three year old 
g irl. I f  they actually see a child being abused, then it's  a different story. There is a big 
difference between abuse and spanking a kid. They need to quit jum ping to conclusions 
and grabbing the kids out o f the home."
"They have to make a quick diagnosis and it  is not always correct the Arst time. The 
child should come out o f that house immediately i f  there is any doubt The police need 
more training, to judge the allegaAons."
Helen: "M y little  baby passed away, and that's iMren they let go o f me. That's sad, they 
le t go o f me when she died. They just signed me off. They just care about the kids, not 
me, not to help. They could care about the parents also, not just the kids. The whole 
fam ily. They saw someone in  my fam ily they said was no good, and they said get nd o f 
him. Instead o f getting help fo r that person who they say is not good fo r the kids. He was 
into medicaAons, and I think he got worse. Pressure on the whole fam ily. They are not too 
good in  that way. A  person w ith a sick baby and a husband w ith a problem. There was no 
help. I  think the way they can manipulate people makes them feel power. I  did it fo r my 
kids. I  wasn't happy at all. The school called me once and said can I come to get my 
daughter. I said can you keep her fo r one hour, then I  can get oA, but they said i f  you 
don't come n ^ t away we w ill call CPS."
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Charles: " I see a need for CPS, but the parents shouldn't automaAcally be ostracized. 
There should be a community team, not just the judge and CPS, and it  should be 
ethnically balanced. I f  you have a black fam ily, you should have a black case worker."
James: "The court should have no right to stop the child Aom being taken Aom the 
home. People shouldn't be able to buy their way out o f it You go to court and they don't 
want to listen to recommendahons. CPS, the police, can restrain for only a short time, 
forty eight hours, but don't have the long lasting power. It is the judge. The fam ily courts 
in  this state shnk. The whole system is Rawed. Who knows what to do about it? More 
education fo r CPS and the police, but who is going to  pay for it? Children are not 
important enough, they are not producers. You cannot stop a ll child abuse, but make sure 
CPS workers are educated and give them the power to take a child out o f a home, and 
make sure the coùrt cannot change the decision. Now they can only take the child out 
temporarily, and when they go back to the same house they are abused even worse."
"One part o f the system blames its failures on another part o f the system. It's  aU about 
money. They can shove you o A  to any part o f the system they want to. Power has a lo t to 
do w ith it  and the courts have a ll the power."
Dean: " I would hke to have gone through th is experience w ith more men. When they 
came, he was just tagging along, I would rather have had her just tagging along. I  am 
grateful he was there, you like  to see one o f your own kind, but he said nothing, she was 
in  charge. He was just a shadow."
The follow ing extensive suggestions were made by the woman who is a well educated 
proAssional person who has a large sta ff helping in  her child care business. She had been 
reported anonymously and was investigated because whoever reported her thought her
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behavior toward her child was quesAonable. A lth o u ^  the allegaAons were unfounded, 
her experience disturbed her deeply.
Charlene: "1 have thought about the system. There are many who don't want to report 
things. It has to be done. But then what do they do? They either do nothing or they take 
the child away and then give them back to the parents, into an abusive situaAon, who then 
go on to k ill the kids aiQdiow. I  would f% l better, being so secreAve about it, i f  they 
would really do something and fo llow  through when they found a legitim ate case. But 
when they are so sensiAve I have no nghts to defend myself, I  don't get my day in  court 
They feel the child is always better oA w ith the parents. No! There are some parents the 
child is not better oA w ith ."
"When I have reported a situaAon, I  never got any feedback Aom them."
"Then again, that's the other frustrating part o f the system. I  never know what they do 
or don't do. I w ill say i f  I had a nickel fo r every tim e a client threatened to report me I 
would be a wealthy woman. They don't want to pay their b ill and use that threat to try  to 
get us to not make them pay us. I  te ll them, great, report it  and we w ill sit down in  my 
ofRce and discuss it. There is a whole subculture o f people out there, just trashy people, 
who think they can scare you into not making them pay then b ill. I'm  like  go for it. We do 
a thorough background check on our staA. We have never had any problems, because 
once you say, go fo r it, they think they are not going anywhere w ith it."
"I'v e  been at this Afteen years and know my staA. They get the best training around. I 
have conAdence in  my staA It does seem that in  the past few years things have calmed 
down. For a while it  seemed everyone was reporting everyone else every Ave minutes.
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Fm not sure i f  people are not reporting it  as much or i f  they aren't pursuing it  as 
aggressively or what."
" I suspect a lo t o f the cases come out o f divorce. Using CPS as a weapon against their 
spouse to gain custody."
" I teach parenting classes to my staA, and it's  intensive fo r 20 weeks, and at the end o f 
tw en^ weeks, I  can't turn out a product that is per&ct I  work w ith them in  a hands on, 
group setting and give them instructions on how to handle children, moment to moment. 
You can't do it  in  three or four weeks. You can't just sit there and listen to someone talk, 
you need to be hands on. People learn by doing."
"The way children are raised has changed. I  was old enough and educated enough to 
not just do as my parents did. You get these young persons, who have been in  situaAons 
children should never be in, and to them that's a normal lifestyle. So what you have to do 
is create a whole new subculture and move them out o f that so they realize that is not a 
normal lifestyle.
"  I  would like  to be able to face the accuser."
" I f  I  report I would like  to be able to fo llow  through. When you report it  you never 
hear anything again, . There seems to be an atAtude o f we know it  all. I  am not saying I  am 
the expert, but I  work w ith children every day o f my li& , and who is going to pick it  up 
better than me? There needs to be more collaboraAon w ith people who work w ith 
children and more tra ining."
" I hate the secrecy. It should be absolutely one hundred percent open. Because people 
w ill gossip anyway and people who have been accused incorrecAy w ill be looked a t, you 
know, funny. Where there's smoke there is Are kind o f thing. Completely open is much
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more preferable, because it  would cut out a lo t o f the unnecessary reporting. Because now 
a person has something to lose by reporting. Make it  a non-sue-able offense, but now you 
are going to  know who reported it, make them stand up for their convicAon. Make them 
face the person they are accusing."
To summarize, it was suggested the reporAng procedures be changed to be less 
secreAve and to enable Arose charged to &ce the ir accuser. It is fe lt those who are accused 
have the Aght to know why they are being invesAgated. There should be some kind o f 
penalty fo r false accusaAons and the invesAgators should do more checking before 
making judgments. There also should be feedback to the person doing the reporting so 
they know how it  turned out. Another suggestion was that CPS should care more about 
the parents, not just the kids. It was also suggested that there should be more educaAon 
for CPS and the police. ParenAng classes should be for longer penods, not just a few 
weeks, in  a group setAng w ith hands on instrucAons on how to handle children.
This study is o f a very small number o f the clients o f CPS and thus can only be 
considered as exploratory. However, some tentaAve comparisons between the answers I 
received to my quesAons and the findings o f the studies reviewed in  chapter two can be 
made. These quesAons are only a few o f the possible inquires that could be made. 
However, asking sim ilar quesAons, in  different ways and w ith many diSerent groups, can 
give us a better understanding o f the best ways to approach the problem o f child 
maltreatment. As I  pointed out in  chapter one, there is an overwhelming number o f 
occurrences o f child malAeatment that need invesAgaAon and there are many diAerent 
expert views about the causes and soluAons o f this problem. Understanding how the 
clients' perceive the help offered or received, the ir relaAonship w ith  CPS workers, and
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their awareness o f any mechanisms available to  register disagreements w ith the 
investigators or workers could lead to posiAve changes in our policies. Listening to their 
suggesAons for changes is also important because they are the people most closely 
involved in  the situaAon and may have a beAer understanding o f what may be needed to 
prevent further child maltreatment.
In chapter Ave I summerize the answers received Aom interviewing this group o f 
clients, tentaAvely compare the findings to those studies I reviewed in  chapter two, and 
suggest what further studies may be needed.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS
This study addresses only one small aspect o f the numerous dimensions o f child 
protecAon. I  asked three quesAons that were suggested as important in  the existing 
literature: How do clients o f CPS perceive the nature o f help offered or received? How do 
they perceive their relaAonship w ith the workers? Is there an awareness o f mechanisms 
available to register disagreements w ith the invesAgators or caseworkers? I  also asked i f  
they had any suggesAons for change that may be valuable in  improving their relaAonship 
w ith CPS. More studies are needed o f the clients' perspecAves in  order to obtain a wider 
vane^ o f expenences and thus more generalizable data. An important consideraAon in  
any study o f this type is that those involved w ith  CPS cannot be expected to speak Aeely 
about their concerns unless the threat o f removing the children Aom then home is 
eliminated and they are Aeated w ith respect.
The Nature o f Help Offered or Received From CPS 
A  few o f the only posiAve comments made were in  the area o f percepAons o f the 
nature o f help offered or received. The comments seemed to indicate those who were 
required to abend parenAng classes or receive counseling accepted it, even though some 
o f them had difRculAes making it  to meetings or had to pay fo r the counseling. Only one
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person had a snggeshon about how the parenAng classes could be improved, which was to 
include longer periods, in  a group setting, w ith hands on instrucAons on how to handle 
children. The answers to this quesAon were m ixed, which agrees w ith the results o f the 
state wide survey done by the organizaAon AcAon A)r Child ProtecAon (ACP). They 
found the answers to the questions pertaining to  the degree and nature o f help received 
were mixed also. Part o f the reason for this inconclusive Anding could be that some o f the 
clients perceived that they needed help that was not offered.
Three o f the clients in  this study seemed to be looking for help beyond what CPS 
offered. Helen thought she needed help w ith a baby sitter to allow  her to pick her up her 
daughter Aom school and not leave her sick baby home alone. She also recognized her 
husband had a problem abusing prescnpAcm d ru ^  and needed help, but th o r^ it o f it  as a 
separate issue, not pertaining to the welfare o f then children. Charles thought he needed 
financial aid, but what he wanted either w asn't available or he was confused about how to 
obtain it. Donna needed help in  locaAng her daughter and convincing her that her child 
was safe.
Magura and Moses concluded that the ch ild  protecAve services studied "seemed 
moderately successful across a wide range o f content areas" (Magura and Moses 1984). 
But they also reported Aie one area in  vA ich substanAal improvement v%s not reported: 
that o f parental ab ility  to cope w ith a variety o f difAculAes such as physical, mental and 
emoAonal health, social supports, employment, legal involvements and marital or 
relaAonship problems. The three stones in  this study begin to explain the reasons fo r Aiis. 
It could be that Aie clients perceived they needed help that was not offered.
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A number o f subjects claimed CPS did not help them in any manner, but only created 
unnecessary stress w ith in their &m ily. It was surprising that only one referred to the 
Department o f Family and Youth Services, indicahng a lack o f awareness that CPS is 
only one o f seven divisions w ithin this organization. CPS, Child Haven, and the courts 
were a ll mentioned separately, never as an interrelating network. Some o f them did not 
understand the purpose o f CPS nor the lim itations on the type o f help available to them. It 
is also surprising no one menAoned any suggesAons coming Aom their caseworker about 
solving then problem. The only comments made were that they were dictated to and 
threatened w ith the removal o f then children, not helped. The help ofkred was in  the 
form  o f demands and was not what they wanted or thought they needed.
The RelaAonship w ith  the Workers 
The statements in  this study pertaining to the ir percepAons o f the relaAonships w ith 
the workers were a ll negative. The ACP study found Amt the clients agreed that the 
worker explained what the concerns were, what was happening in  their case, and what 
was expected o f them. This suggests a perception o f professional competency, but leaves 
it  unclear whether or not they fe lt valued and cared for, trusted, or received emoAonal 
support, the indicators o f a helping relaAonship WineAeld and Barlow found important in  
gaining posiAve results. The statements Aom the clients I interviewed also indicated they 
knew what was expected o f them and what the concerns were, but there was a lo t o f anger 
expressed about the manner in  vh ich they were Aeated. The ACP survey provided space 
in  which the clients could w rite then comments, but very few did so.
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Many o f the subjects I  interviewed said they were treated as bad persons, criminals,
Wke d irf c f aaless tbanlimnan. rtwose ûnv%yhye<ljailliei:asesinvvtû(di lühe accyusaiiortswrane 
judged to be unfounded claimed they were judged immediately as gu ilty and had to prove 
their innocence. Those who admitted w ro î doing were unhappy w ith  the way they were 
treated and claimed no one was w illing  to listen to their side o f the story. The only 
recourse they considered available was to hire an attorney.
Magura and Moses reported sim ilar results received from clients when they asked 
about their satisfaction and dissatisfaction w ith  their case workers and the agency, 
specifically that ^one quarter o f the clients reported disputing an important fact or 
interpretation o f fact w ith the agency" (Magura and Moses). In  addition 60% o f the total 
sample had at least one important criticism  o f the agency, m ainly that they disagreed w ith 
the caseworker's ideas about how to handle problems and they disliked the caseworker's 
attitude.
Awareness o f Mechanisms Available to Register Disagreements 
In this study there was also a strong indication these clients fe lt there was no way to 
express their disagreements w ith the workers; contacting a supervisor did not seem to do 
any good. This also agrees w ith the G n d ii^  o f the APC survey to statements about being 
told about ways to complain about the workers or the evaluations o f the problems. There 
seem to be no mechanisms fa r this purpose available to the clients. A ll o f them had no 
idea what they could do other than attempt to f iilf ill the demands placed on them.
In chapter four I related specific statements to the sociological concepts o f alienation 
and anomie. There were fisehngs o f social isolation, helplessness, and not knowing what
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to do about the situation The clients agreed CPS should investiga^ allegations o f abuse 
and neglect, but when it  happened to them they were put into a situation which upset their 
daily routine, changing their lives in  an unexpected way. More research is needed in  this 
area, im t just to describe these feelings, but also to discover how to prevent them and 
develop a relationship in which those involved feel as though they are being treated as 
valued, intelligent, and caring adults.
Perhaps a solution suggested in  the literature from  VOCAL should be considered.
They "believe a review board independent o f the Social Service Department is imperative 
fo r individuals to air their grievances (w ithout a repercussion). In  our system o f 
democracy there are checks and balances which attempt to insure that the inherent power 
o f governmental units does not corrupt their purposes" (VOCAL 1999). Or perhaps, as 
Magura and Moses suggested, using an outside ombudsman to inform ally mediate 
disagreements would be a solution to this problem.
Summary
There is no question there are numerous factors to consider when discussing child 
protection and those working in  this area have one o f the most d iffic u lt tasks imaginable. 
It is w ell documented that those who work in  th is fie ld  are constantly criticized both for 
over reacting and under reacting. Every day they must use their best judgement in  
situations that are far hom clear. There are countless stories both about the d ifficu lties 
innocent parents had w ith the unnecessary removal o f their children and about children 
who were seriously injured or k illed  because investigators failed to remove them. It is
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important we understand the d ifficu lties faced by those given the responsibility o f 
protecting children from irresponsible adults.
However, it is equally important the point o f view  o f those accused o f child 
maltreatment is understood. This study was an attempt to address this important, but 
neglected, dimension in  the discourse on child protection. Although far from  conclusive, 
there is evidence fo r a need to consider possible ways to improve the relationship 
between CPS and those accused o f child maltreatment. The persons interviewed for this 
study suggested a few specific changes they th ink would be helpful.
The firs t suggestion was in  the reporting procedures. You should be able to know who 
reported the incident and face your accuser, especially i f  the allegations are unfounded. 
There should also be some type o f penalty fo r &lse accusations and the person who 
reported the incident should receive feedback on the incident so they know how the case 
was resolved.
Secondly, the workers should show more concern about the parents, and not just the 
kids. This is related to the suggestion o f more education for CPS and the police. The 
client who suggested this did not know what type o f education was needed. I  personally 
think some type o f sensitivity training could be helpful. It may be a good idea to ask the 
clients what type o f help they thought was needed and accommodate them as much as 
possible. I f  it was beyond the resources o f CPS or i f  it  disagreed w ith the caseworker's 
evaluation, just talking to them about it  could help create an atmosphere o f cooperation 
and alleviate the feelings that CPS was only there to dictate to them and not listen to their 
side o f the story.
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During the interviews, some o f the clients expressed concern about ofBcials talking to 
a child about suspected maltreatment w ithout firs t notifying the parents. They 
acknowledged CPS has the right and the obligation to investigate, but fe lt the parents 
should be immediately available to reassure the child that he/she was not going to be 
taken from them. This may not be possible in  a ll cases, but should be considered as a 
general operating procedure.
Finally, the suggestion was made to extend the parenting classes to include longer 
periods, in  a group setting, w ith hands on instructions on how to handle children.
The firs t step in  considering any changes im actions or procedures is to admit there 
may be a better way o f doing things. The goal is to  reduce the number o f child 
mahieatment incidents, not just to punish every parent vdio is involved in an incident, 
whether it is substantiated or not. More studies o f this nature are needed in  order to be 
able to compare expert opinions w ith  the opinions o f those who are on the receiving end 
o f accusations o f child maltreatment. Not only surveys  ̂but extended interviews w ith 
clients horn different g^encies are needed. Questions about perceived discrim ination 
involving race, income level, and religious a ffilia tio n  need to be addressed as w ell as 
cultural differences in child rearing beliefs. Larger, more representative samples than 
those used in  this and other studies are necessary to increase confidence in  our 
conclusions.
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INTERVIEW  GUIDELINES AND DISCOVERY 
QUESTIONS
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Interview  Guidelines and Discovery Questions
far
C lient Perspectives o f C h ild  Protective Services 
When incident occurred?_______  Number and ages o f children?
M arital status at the time? Education?: Mother Father
Occupation?: Mother Father  Household income?__________
Relationship to the accused?________
A. Description and circumstances o f your experience.
1. How was the incident referred to CPS?
2. Do you & el the investigation was justified? I f  not, W iat was your reaction?
3. What were the charges?
4. Do you agree w ith the assessment o f the issues or problems?
5. What services or programs were proposed or required? How did they help you?
6. What were your financial costs? Sufficient aid offered?
7. D id the incident create stress on the relationships among fam ily members?
B. Relationships w ith the workers. (Investigators -  Case Worker -  Others)
1. Were you treated w ith respect and & lt valued and cared for?
2. D id they explain clearly what was expected o f you?
3. D id they listen to your side?
4. Was someone you could trust available to answer your questions?
5. In what ways were you helped by your caseworker?
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C. Issues o f Alienation and Anomie
1. D id you feel the power and resources o f the ageiKy was beyond your influence? In 
what ways did you feel threatened?
2. What resources or mechanisms to which you had access proved helpful?
3. Were you able to discuss your problem w ith  fam ily members and friends?
4. D id you feel you knew what had to be done?
5. Were children removed hom your home? I f  ves:
a. Do you feel it  was justified?
b. Do you agree w ith the manner in  which they were removed?
c. Were alternatives completely explored?
d. What d ifficu lties did you encounter in  having them returned?
D. Changes suggested for Child Protective Services?
1. Re&rrals? Mandatory and anonymous reporting ?. 2. Investigations?
3. Case workers? 4. Services and programs? 5. Court procedures?
6. Removal and return o f children? 7. Checks and balances on power o f agency?
8. Mechanisms o f empowerment for clients?
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Speak up!!
Your point o f view is important. Onr children need and deserve protection, but is it  
being handled properly??
I am a graduate student at UNLV doing a study on client perspectives o f Child 
Protective Services. I  would like to  ta lk  to you about your agreements and disagreements 
w ith their actions and services, your compliments and lustrations, and the effects your 
experience had on your fam ily. What do you th ink needs to be changed, i f  anything? 
Everything w ill be kept s tric tly  confidential.
Please ask fo r me at counter
Or call me at 367-8047 (10am to  10pm).
Thank you,
Jerry Rohleder
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UNLV - Informed Consent Form 
CKcnt Ptrspecëves of Child Protective Services
I am Jerry Rohleder, a graduate student in the Department o f Sociology at the University o f 
Nevada, Las Vegas.
I would like to adc you to participate in my research project on Client Perq)ectives o f Child 
Protective Services. The purpose o f this research is to  determine the strengths and weaknesses o f  
present practices o f Child Protective Services in Cladc County, NV. It will involve a number o f  
interview questions about your experiences and take about one hour to complete.
The benehts o f  this research include better understanding o f the relationships between Child 
Protective Service w oik es and those who have been accused o f child maltreatment, possibly 
leading to favorable changes in procedures and more substantial aid.
Some questions may make you uncom&rtable. Please be aware o f the hollowing:
1. Your participation is completely voluntary.
2. If you agree to participate, you only need to  answa^ the questions that you fed
comfortable with.
3. Your identity will be kept completely coirGdential.
4. Nothing that you say w ill be repeated or r^orted  in a way that will reveal your identity
5. You may withdraw your participation in this research at any time.
Also, to minimize the risk o f breaching conGdentiality, any information obtained which may 
create a possibility o f revealing pasonal idemtity w ill not be used. Descriptions o f individual 
experiences will be generalized as types o f incidents rather dian speciGc occurrences. These 
consait harms will be kqrt for three years in a lodred Cling cabinet, sq)arate Com the interview 
data, at the researcher's residence located at 3029 H alf Shell Way, Las Vegas, NV, 89128.
If you have any questions regarding this research or your participation in this project, please 
feel Cee to call Dr. Frederick Preston at A e UNLV Department o f Sociology at 895-3322. You 
may also contact the UNLV OfBce o f  Sponsored Programs with any questions regarding the 
rights o f research subjects at 895-1357.
I have read and I undostand the information above. I agree to participate in this research:
(Please print name) (Today's date)
(Signature)
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TTNTV
,!;:VEW.rrY m i_A5 v n : ; .3
DATE: February 16,2001
TO: Jerry Rohleder
Sociology 
M/S 5033
FROM: Tina M. Wininger
Human Protections Administrator
Office for the Protection of Research Subjects (x2794)
RE: Status of Human Subject Protocol Entitled:
"Client Perspectives of Child Protective Services"
OPRS# 115s0101-199
This memorandum is official notification that the Social/Behavioral Committee of the UNLV 
Institutional Review Board approved the protocol for the project listed above and work on the 
project may proceed. This approval is effective February 15,2001 and will continue for a 
period of one year.
Should the use of human subjects described in this protocol continue beyond a year 6om the 
approval date, it will be necessary to request an extension.
If you have any questions or require any assistance, please contact the OGice for the Protection 
of Research Subjects at 895-2794.
cc: OPRS file
Associate Provost for Research 
4505 Maryland Parkway * Box 451046  " Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-1046  
(702) 895-4240 '  FAX (702) 895-4242
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